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INTRODUCTION
The Health stamps for 1965 continued the ‘bird’ theme, with stamps featuring the Kaka and
Piwakawaka. A recent price increase saw the denominations rise to 3d+1d and 4d+1d respectively. The
designs for this year were admired widely with Harrison and Sons Ltd. producing a pleasing issue and
fine printing. Given that quality of printing, there are few major varieties to be had, with no reprinting or
retouching done once printing commenced. Having said that, there are differences to be found for almost
all stamps on the main sheets, and once again, miniature sheets can be plated with the aid of a
magnifying glass. Authors note: whether this is a natural optical property, or the result of age in the
authors eye, some of the varieties are seen better with the subject stamp rotated sideways, especially
those with long vertical scratches.
It is interesting to discover how a printer would react to instruction from the Post Office in their
specification for stamp production. In this issue the NZ Post Office requested that each denomination
should consist of a composite of main sheet and miniature sheets, but left it to the printer to interpret
those requirements. To this end, reconstructing the complete composite master sheet is possible
utilising the perforation characteristics seen in the main sheets and miniature sheets. Once the reader
has understood the method for reconstructing the composite master sheet, I am sure they would agree
that this is an elegant solution and something that could, or may have been, repeated in other years.
The composite sheet is likely to be made up of one large sheet and five miniature sheets, prior to
separating and trimming. Look to the detail in this research that follows to determine how that conclusion
is arrived at. What this does for the collector is remove some of the variation that would be brought about
by having the main and miniature sheets printed in two separate operations. Here, the main and
miniature sheet stamps are subject to exactly the same print process.
Both main sheets and miniature sheets are in plentiful supply for a collector to build a worthy
collection, including the plating exercise for the miniature sheets. Given that there are only five different
miniature sheets for each denomination, it is relatively easy to obtain a full set each, at reasonable cost.
Plating of these is also straightforward and plating can be done by reference to small fly-speck varieties
found in the ‘MINIATURE SHEET value’ wording at the top of the sheet, or imprint at the bottom, alone,
without recall to the stamps themselves.
Given the small number of miniature sheets, collecting this year’s miniature sheets will not frustrate
the collector, as must have happened in previous years where the master sheet of miniature sheets
comprised 16 for each denomination.
Once separated from their original source, individual stamps cannot be differentiated readily from
each other. Paper, print techniques, perforation and watermark are identical for both main sheet and
miniature sheet.
In summary, the 1965 Health stamps are both pleasing to the eye, and will not be frustrating to the
collector if a decision is made to plate them.
I hope you find this research useful.
Amend what is wrong and add what is new, for the benefit of collectors to come.
For comment and feedback, email the author at TAHNZstamps@gmail.com
Terry
*

*

*

*

*
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1965, Kaka and Piwakawaka
Issued ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1965, August 4
1965 saw the continuation of the ‘bird’ themed Health stamps, this year featuring the Kaka and
Piwakawaka for the 3d+1d and 4d+1d stamps respectively. The designs were, once again, supplied by
the Display Section of the Post Office with the idea for the 4d+1d Piwakawaka inspired by a painting by
Chloe Talbot Kelly.
The designs were well received in New Zealand. For the first time, the Maori and
common names were included on the stamp. On the 3d+1d, Kaka is both the
Maori name and the common name, for the friendly,
noisy bird of the parrot family, that feeds on nectar,
seeds and insects, long established as part of the
native New Zealand forest life cycle. The 4d+1d stamp featuring the native
Piwakawaka or Fantail to give it the common name, that feeds on insects
found in all habitats around New Zealand, including suburban gardens.
Also for the first time since the 1934 Health stamp, the year in which the stamp was issued was
incorporated as part of the design appearing below ‘NEW ZEALAND’ justified to the left side for the
3d+1d stamp, and justified to the right for the 4d+1d stamp. The dates did not appear on the design and
original proofs being added late in the process.
The contract for printing was awarded to Harrison and Sons Ltd., London, to print both large sheets and
miniature sheets by the photogravure process. After the change in size for the Health stamps of 1964,
this issue returned to the traditional vertical commemorative size of the time, 21mm x 37mm.
The stamps were printed in large sheets of 120 units, in 6 rows of 20 stamps, with miniature sheets of 6,
in 2 rows of 3. The paper used was chalk surfaced with a horizontal mesh and made up of 50% esparto
and 50% sulphite, with a watermark multiple NZ and star upright.
The printer was instructed to ensure that the sheets should be printed and perforated as a composite
block, that included the 120 unit main sheets and the 6 unit miniature sheets. No details were released
of how this instruction was actually carried out, and if it was, how that was effected. The perforations of
main and miniature sheets may throw some light in the situation.
Both main and miniature sheets were perforated by a single comb head gauging 14 x 14¾. The direction
of perforating is not apparent until the placement of the miniature sheets is factored in.

1965 Health Plating - 1965, Kaka and Piwakawaka
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Main Sheets
Perforated

One perforation hole

One perforation hole

Perforated
Large sheet of the 3d+1d stamp with 120 units arranged in 6 rows of 20 stamps. The top and bottom selvedges are
perforated through, with side selvedges showing an additional perforation hole extending the horizontal rows of perfs
on either side.
Looking at the main sheets, they show perforations running through both the top and bottom selvedges,
with the horizontal rows of perforations being extended by one perforation hole in each of the side
selvedges. This is a typical layout for comb perforations, bar the starting position that normally leaves
one edge not perforated through.
From an examination of the fly-speck varieties found on the miniature sheet, it is apparent that there were
five miniature sheets for each denomination, and of these there are two distinct types, those that have
the right selvedge perforated through, and those that do not. After this difference, all miniature sheets
then show the same characteristics. The top selvedge is not perforated whilst left and lower selvedges
are perforated through. Five different miniature sheets is an odd number to achieve a symmetrical
arrangement for miniature sheets to be printed as a block, as done in previous years. Perhaps there is
another arrangement here?
Miniature sheets
No perforations

Perforated

One perforation hole

Perforated

Perforated

No perforations

Perforated

Perforated

Miniature sheet type 1, with both side selvedges
perforated through. By reference to the fly-speck
varieties, there are four such miniature sheets to be
found with this arrangement per denomination.

Miniature sheet type 2, with left selvedge perforated,
right selvedge with one additional perforation hole
extending the horizontal rows. The fly-speck
varieties show that there is only one example of this
type of miniature sheet per denomination.

Looking at the perforations here, we have the classic start of comb perforations in the top selvedge of
both miniature sheet types, with no perfs running through them. Only one example of the five different
miniature sheets has the right side with the perf hole extension, the remaining selvedges are perforated
through.

New Zealand Postage Stamps – Errors and Varieties
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What is also pertinent, and will be of benefit later in this discussion, is the width of the side selvedges of
the miniature sheet being exactly half a stamp width. If two miniature sheets were placed next to each
other horizontally, the combined selvedge width would be equal to the width of one stamp.
A composite block
Given the instruction by the Post Office for a composite block to be used for the values in this year’s
Health stamps, it is possible to use the comb perf characteristics of both the main sheet and miniature
sheet to arrive at a potential composite arrangement. This could be as follows:

No perforations

One perforation hole

One perforation hole

Perforated
Potential layout of the composite sheet showing miniature sheets at the top, main sheet below. The miniature sheets
arranged such that the singleton with right selvedge having the additional perf hole is aligned to the right edge of the
main sheet. The four other miniature sheets arranged to the left of that.
The proposed layout would be to have the main sheet at the bottom of the layout, with the five different
miniature sheets arranged on top. The miniature sheet with only the extension hole in the right selvedge
would align to the right edge of the main sheet, ensuring that the right side of the composite layout would
be consistent. The four remaining miniature sheets would align to the left of this. Allowing for the
selvedges of the miniature sheets, the total width of the miniature sheets is one stamp less than the width
of the main sheet, this excess could be trimmed away.
This combination would allow a single comb perforation machine to start at the top of the composite
sheet, the miniature sheets in this instance, with no perforations in the top selvedge, and work
downwards through both miniature sheets and main sheet, to the bottom of the composite layout. The
gap between miniature sheet and main sheet would need to be of stamp height to facilitate the step
mechanism of the perforating head. The gap between the miniature sheets would be equal to one stamp
width, again allowing for the spacing of perforations. The miniature sheet and main sheets would be
separated and trimmed prior to issue.
With this arrangement, there would be minimal waste, restricted to the left end of the row of miniature
sheet, and between miniature sheets and the main sheet. This would also show why there is not a ‘third
type’ miniature sheet that has the left selvedge with only the extension hole, as the left side of the first
miniature sheet is trimmed away.

1965 Health Plating - 1965, Kaka and Piwakawaka
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The Main Sheet Format
The format of the 3d+1d and 4d+1d main sheets were similar, with plate markings appearing as follows:
Printer’s imprint

The printer’s imprint ‘HARRISON & SONS LTD. LONDON’ appearing in the lower
selvedge below stamps at row 6/1 to 6/3.

Plate numbers

The plate numbers 1A for each colour used, appeared below the stamp at row 6/4,
although there is some discussion to be had when reviewing the 4d+1d sheet

Sheet value

The sheet value, either ‘VALUE = £2. 0. 0.’ or ‘VALUE = £2 10. 0.’ for the two
denominations, appeared in the top selvedge above the stamps at row 1/19 and
1/20.

Traffic lights

Traffic lights, one for each colour used in the printing process, appeared in a box in
the right selvedge opposite the stamps at row 6/20. One must assume that the
traffic light block would consist of a full oblong box, with coloured squares, one for
each colour used, placed within that oblong box. When trimmed, it is anticipated
that the right portion of the traffic light box would be removed. For this year, the
square coloured boxes replaced the primitive circles first seen in 1964.
The order of the traffic lights has some minor significance. For the 3d+1d Kaka,
the colours were, from top to bottom, yellow, red, brown and grey. For the 4d+1d
Fantail, the traffic lights were yellow, brown, green and black.

Plate Numbers
Looking back at the plate block, the sequence of colours from left to right is: 3d+1d, grey; brown; red and
yellow, the reverse order when compared to the traffic lights. For the 4d+1d, there are only three
coloured plate markings for brown; yellow and black. The green plate 1A does not appear, even though
there is space to insert it.

Note: the yellow 1A marking does
not show well in the reproduction
of the plate blocks shown here,
appearing on the right in the 3d+1d
block, and between the brown and
black on the 4d+1d block

Initial reports, when the issue was current, suggests that the 1A green plate number did exist, but no
examples were seen and verified, then and since. However, in an article in the Kiwi1, Alan Baker
discusses a plate block in his collection at that time, that only contained the brown 1A plate number, the
black and yellow numbers being omitted. Mr Baker also noted the presence of a green smear beneath
the ‘RR’ of ‘HARRISON’ under the stamp at row 6/1. It is not concluded whether this smear was
significant or constant. Neither the Post Office, nor Harrisons, were able to offer explanation other than
the results of the intrusion of foreign matter prior to printing those colours. To date, only three examples
of the missing plate numbers for the 4d+1d Fantail stamp have been reported.

1

Andrew Dove, editor, ‘The Kiwi’, Volume 46, number 2, March 1997.
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The Miniature Sheet Format

The format of the miniature sheet was also consistent, with the characteristics as follows:
Sheet value

The wording in the top selvedge of the miniature sheet was either ‘MINIATURE
SHEET 2/-‘ or ‘MINIATURE SHEET 2/6’ for the 3d+1d and 4d+1d respectively,
appearing above the stamps at row 1/2 and row 1/3.

Printer’s imprint

The imprint ‘HARRISON & SONS LTD. LONDON’, the same as seen in the main
sheets, appeared centred, below all three stamps in the bottom row, row 2.

Plate numbers

There were no plate numbers, nor traffic lights seen on the miniature sheet.

The 1965 Health stamps were issued on 4th August 1965 and were withdrawn from sale on 30 November
1965. It is not recorded how many stamps were sold from the initial printings of 5,000,000 of each
denomination, and 250,000 3d+1d, and 330,000 4d+1d in miniature sheets as reported in the GPO
bulletin.
If the master sheet layout is as shown earlier as a composite block of main and miniature sheets printed
together, there would be a fixed ratio of one main sheet to five miniature sheets printed. Given that 5m
units were printed for each value in main sheets that equates to 41,667 main sheets (each main sheet
contained 120 units). To identify how many miniature sheets that would produce we multiply the 41,667
by 5, resulting in 208,335 miniature sheets or 1,250,000 stamps of each value in miniature sheets. This
is far larger than reported. It is likely that the figures 250,000 and 330,000 units issued relate to miniature
sheets not stamps, otherwise there would be considerable wastage.
Colour Registration
The centring of the colours, especially on the 3d+1d stamp, is poor. Given the complexity of the
colouring of the Kaka, only a small colour shift is necessary to blur the bird’s feathers. The two examples
below show minor shifts of the brown colour, each leaving its own outline at the top of the left wing and
bird’s back.

Centring normal

Brown positioned high
Effect of poor colour registration and blurring of the Kaka.

Brown positioned low

1965 Health Plating - 1965, Kaka and Piwakawaka
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The 4d+1d stamp is not without colour shifts, but here, small shifts do not have such dramatic effect.
Shown below, are small shifts of the green colour affecting wording and shading of the leaves.

Green colour shift left.

Green colour shift down.

Green colour shift up.

All examples above show minor shifts of the green colour affecting the position of ‘POSTAGE . HEALTH’ at the foot
of the stamp in relation to the black colour of the stamp value ‘4 D’. The amount of shift can be seen in the leaf in the
top right corner, where the overlay of colours does not match precisely.

Background Colours, 3d+1d and 4d+1d
In the 3d+1d the background colour is a gradient fill grey colour, darker at the edge of the stamp, lighter
at the centre. It is composed of a series of tiny screen dots arranged in a mesh type pattern so that the
background is crossed by a series of very close diagonal lines, running in both directions. This is seen
better under a microscope, even with a good 10x magnifier they can only just be seen.

3d+1d Grey background,
magnified 10x
pronounced mesh pattern

4d+1d Yellow background,
magnified 10x
showing graduated background

4d+1d Yellow background,
magnified 25x
yellow colour flattened to greyscale
to show the mesh pattern more
vividly.

On the 4d+1d, the background is also graduated so that the yellow colour is darker at the edges, lighter
around the central design. Unlike the 3d+1d, this yellow colour is smooth, with no screen dots visible to
the naked eye. Even with 10x magnification, the yellow background appears smooth. It is not until using
a microscope with 25x magnification, that the screen dots and mesh pattern become more obvious, but
the light colour does not help to make this prominent.
This leads to an interesting observation of the type of varieties found affecting the two values, and why
they should be so different. In the 3d+1d value, there are many tiny black or white spots that proliferate a
list of fly-speck varieties when plating. Many of these are caused by the absence or over-inking of screen
dots. Especially on a dark background, omission of a screen dot to lay down ink will result in a noticeable
white spot; the space between screen dots may sometime hold more ink and become a dark spot when
printed, all of which will be constant. The 4d+1d, because of its smooth background, does not have this
issue and hence, when plating, there are few white or coloured spots to be found. Omissions or
overinking does not apply here, and if patches of colour, or absence of such, will tend to blend into the
background and become lost.
For a collector wishing to plate the 3d+1d sheet stamps, there are many fly speck varieties to help. It is a
different story on the 4d+1d where the background yellow offers no such help. It is perhaps a tribute to
the Harrisons for producing a high quality print with few blemishes.
The tail feathers of the 4d+1d are however, constructed from black/grey screen dots and introduce many
constant and transient white/black spots that will aid plating, but certainly not in the quantity seen in the
lower value stamp.
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First Day Covers
The George V Memorial Children’s Health Camps Federation produced a souvenir envelope costing 3d.
The design featured the head of a boy and girl on the left with the slogans ‘Children’s Health Is New
Zealand’s Wealth’ above, and ‘Health Stamps Maintain Health Camps’ below but positioned towards the
centre of the envelope.

First Day Cover datestamped ‘WELLINGTON 4 AUG 1965’. This cover also shows a diamond shaped
cancel appearing in the space on the envelope left of the stamps. It appears in the same shade of ink as
used in the cancel and is likely to have been applied at the same time.

Pictorial datestamps were made available on the first day of issue for use at the six permanent Health
Camp Post Offices:
Maunu (Whangarei); Pakuranga (Auckland); Gisborne (Gisborne); Otaki (Wellington);
Glenelg (Christchurch); and Roxburgh (Dunedin).

1965 Health Plating - 1965, Kaka and Piwakawaka

Official cover with pictorial datestamp applied at the Pakuranga Health Camp, Auckland.

Reverse of the FDC showing King George V Memorial Children’s Health Camps Federation logo.
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3d+1d Sheet Layout
The layout of the sheets for the 1965 Health stamps are very
much in line with the traditional sheet layout.
The imprint and plate markings appear in the lower selvedge
below stamps at row 6/1-3, and row 6/4 respectively. The sheet
value “£2 0. 0.” Appears in the top selvedge at the right end
above stamps at row 1/19-20.
The traffic lights appear at the base of the right selvedge
alongside the stamp at row 6/20. In this issue, the traffic lights
appear as coloured squares, rather than crudely etched circles as
with the 1964 Health stamps.

Note here that the plate numbers 1A1A1A1A appear in the reverse order when compared to the
sequence in the traffic light block. See the sheet for the 4d stamp for another observation.
*

*

*

*

*

1965 Health Plating - 1965, Kaka and Piwakawaka
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4d+1d Sheet Layout

The layout of the 4d+1d stamp is comparable with the 3d+1d
equivalent. The imprint and plate numbers appear at the left of
the lower selvedge below the stamps at row 6/1-3 and row 6/4.
The sheet value “£2 10. 0.” is in the top selvedge on the right
hand end. Whilst the new format traffic lights appear in the right
selvedge against the bottom right edge.

The colour of the yellow plate number 1A is not prominent and appears between the brown and black
numbers. What is interesting here is that there is no 1A green plate number. Although this number is
omitted in error, it is likely to be a human error when the plate was made, rather than a printing error. No
examples have been seen with the green 1A present. There is no correlation between the sequence of
colours in the plate block and traffic lights, that may partly explain a circumstance for omission of the
green plate number.

New Zealand Postage Stamps – Errors and Varieties
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Cross hairs

Cross hairs are used by the printers to
ensure the colours from multi-colour
stamps are aligned appropriately. They
normally consist of horizontal and
vertical lines that cross at their centre,
and positioned at some point on the
selvedges. As the cross hairs for each
colour are overlaid when centring is
good, they appear black. These
markings are not required by the post
office and as such, may be trimmed away
by the printers.
The only example seen on the 1965
Health issue appears in the right
selvedge of miniature sheet #1. They are
not seen on any other miniature sheet or
even on the main sheets, and not seen at
all on the 4d+1d value.
The right selvedge miniature sheet #1 is
adjacent to the edge of the composite
sheet, and is usually wider than is
normal for the main sheet. Seen here is
the tip of the cross hairs adjacent to
stamp at row 1/3 in miniature sheet #1
showing clearly the slight misalignment
of the four colours used.

*

*

*

*

*

3d+1d Kaka: Main Sheet Errors and Varieties

Brown colour shift left 0.5mm.

Major Brown colour shift top left.

Coincident double perfs



Watermark inverted

*

2017



Coincident double perfs

Stamps have been seen with double perforations, the second perf
holes almost coincident with the first, making them slightly elongated.

$35

2005



Major colour shifts

Brown

Large shift of the brown colour top left giving a
double bird effect.

$475

2013



Minor colour shifts

Brown

Small 0.5mm shift of the brown colour, giving a
double bird effect.

£5

2011

1965 Health Plating - 1965, Kaka and Piwakawaka
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Flaws and Retouches
Doctor Blade Lines

Column 5 and 13
Multiple, vertical, thin brown lines
appear across the left wing only, and
appear relatively constant.

R1/14
‘Traditional’ doctor blade lines are
sometimes seen, as in this example
that is transient.

Brown doctor blade lines occur
mainly in columns 5 and 13 of the
main sheet (corresponding to gaps
between miniature sheets in the
composite master sheet). These
affect the lighter brown colours of
the left wing, where multiple,
parallel, thin lines are seen running
through the wing only, not
continuing into the background.
These appear to be constant. Single
brown doctor blade lines are seen
occasionally, such as that on row
1/14, but are transient.

A significant number of stamps from the 3d+1d value have vertical doctor blade lines running through
them, typically in the brown colour. Columns 5 and 13 on all sheets seen, display the same
characteristics of faint vertical lines, equally spaced, running through the left wing. The lines do not
extend into the grey background, and on some examples, are very faint, but constant.
Bullseye(?) Flaws
A number of examples from the main sheets (and miniature sheets) of the
3d+1d stamp show small varieties that resemble ‘bullseye’ flaws. These have
a coloured centre, in the background colour or a shade darker, surrounded by
a white area. Unlike bullseye flaws, where a transient spot of water or some
form of oil, concentrates the ink to the centre leaving a white surround, these
varieties are constant, appearing on all sheets seen. Again, unlike bullseye
flaws that tend to be of significant size, these varieties are small. (Row 1/16 is
shown here).

Multipositive Varieties
These multipositive flaws affect all stamps on the sheet to some degree and should be noted, but ignored
when plating the stamps. They are constant across all stamps on the main sheet (and miniature sheet as
they derive from the same source) but their visibility does vary between individual stamps and with the
depth of the grey colour.

There is a white spot below the first
‘K’ of ‘Kaka’, close to the base of the
letter.

A tiny white spot is seen between
the left edge of the stamp and the
indent into the edge of the left wing.

New Zealand Postage Stamps – Errors and Varieties
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3d+1d Main Sheet Varieties

R1/3

R1/3

R1/7

Small red spur inside the ‘D’ of
‘LAND’.

Short grey curve in the background,
left of the left wing.

Vertical, jagged white scratch below
the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

R1/10

R1/14

R1/15

Curved scratch in the background,
below the bird’s feet and top right of
the ‘3D’.

Doctor blade line through the left
wing.

Red patch above the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

R1/16

R1/16

R1/16

Bullseye type flaw top left of the ‘L’
of ‘LAND’.

Part of long grey scratch through the
‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

Lower part of long grey scratch
through the ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

R2/1

R2/9

R2/9

Flaw in the background on the right,
opposite the bend in the right wing.

Flaw in background 5mm above the
‘1D’.

Flaw just top right of the ‘D’ of
‘LAND’.
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R2/11

R2/16

R3/1

Break in the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’.

Continuation of the grey vertical
scratch.

Grey vertical scratches both sides of
the ‘1’.

R3/1

R3/6

R3/6

Vertical scratches by the beak.

Prominent grey spot below ‘L’ of
‘LAND’.

Red spot against the back of the
bird.

R3/19

R4/2

R4/4

White patch left of the left wing.

Short grey line below the branch.

Small grey flaw on the bottom edge,
bottom right of the ‘1D’.

R4/5

R4/5

R4/6

Diagonal scratch right of the tip of
the right wing.

Erratic grey scratch below the ‘3’ of
the value.

Sharp, white scratch through the
tips of the flight feathers of the right
wing.
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R4/6

R4/20

R5/3

Faint diagonal scratch above the
‘EAL’.

Flaw on the right edge, bottom right
of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.

Transient yellow smudge below the
‘PO’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

R5/4

R5/4

R5/10

Diagonal scratch through ‘Kaka’.

Continuation of the scratch, through
the background on the right.

Red patch on the lower left wing.

R5/12

R5/18

R5/19

Diagonal white scratch below the ‘E’
of ‘ZEAL’.

Flaw against the top edge above the
‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

The right outer edge of the ‘D’ of
‘LAND’ is fuzzy.

R6/1

R6/2

R6/4

Extra grey lines in the background,
left side above the tail.

Diagonal white scratch above the
last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.

Diagonal grey line below ‘1965’.
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R6/13

R6/15

R6/19

Bullseye like flaw in the background
on the right.

Long scratch diagonally in the
background, from the bird’s beak to
the right frame level with ‘Kaka’.

Short diagonal line left of the wing.



R1/1

Red

Tiny white spot at the junction of the both arcs of the ‘6’ of ‘1965’.



R1/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot 2mm top right of the head of the bird.

G7



R1/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background, 2mm top right of the right end of
‘Kaka’.

J6



R1/1

Grey

Tiny white spot near the right edge, right of the’1 D’.

M8



R1/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot between the left edge and the nose of the ‘3’ of the
value.

L1



R1/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot between the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’ and the value ‘1 D’.
2nd

B|C2

L6|7



R1/2

Grey

Tiny white spot by the

flight feather from the tip of the left wing.

C|D2



R1/3

Red

Small red spur from the inside right edge of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’,
near the base.

B7





R1/3

Grey

Short 1.5mm curve in the background, 1.5mm left of the 2 nd flight
feather of the left wing.

D2





R1/5

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm below the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.

B7



R1/7

Grey

Tiny grey spot just above the left side of the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



R1/7

Grey

Vertical, jagged, white scratch upward from the lower edge
halfway to the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’. This is faint on some
examples.



R1/8

Grey

Tiny white spot above the top of the ‘Z’ of ‘ZEAL’.



R1/8

Grey

Tiny grey spot left of the bird’s tail, close to the left edge.

I1



R1/8

Grey

Tiny grey spot against the right edge of the stamp, 5mm above the
‘1D’.

I8



R1/10

Grey

Two close tiny grey spots against the right edge of the stamp, level
with the foot of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.

B8



R1/10

Grey

Faint curved scratch in the background below the bird’s feet. It
starts 2mm top right of the ‘D’ of ‘3D’, finishing 1mm below the
foot on the left. The scratch leaves a very fine line that, on some
stamps, is hard to find.



R1/10

Grey

Tiny white spot just bottom right of the ‘D’ of ‘1 D’.

L7



R1/11

Grey

Tiny grey spot below the ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M2



R1/12

Grey

Tiny grey spot close to the left wing at the centre of the wing’s edge.

E2



R1/13

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background on the right, top right of the bird’s
head.

G7



R1/13

Grey

Two tiny white spots, one either side of the ‘3’ of the value at its
centre.



R1/13

Grey

Tiny grey spot above the ‘TH’ of ‘HEALTH’.



R1/14

Grey

Tiny white spot below the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.



R1/15

Red

Red patch above the centre of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’ at the top edge.

A3



R1/15

Grey

Tiny white spot 1mm above the ‘E’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

L4



R1/15

Grey

Tiny grey spot top right of the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.

L6

M3|4



A3

K2-J3



L1, L2
L6
B|C7
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R1/16

Grey

Bullseye type flaw left of the top of the ‘L’ of ‘ZEAL’, a grey
centre surrounded by a white border. Unlike bullseye flaws, this
is constant, but faint on some examples.

A5



R1/16

Grey

Tiny grey spot just above the left leg of the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.



R1/16

Grey

There is a long grey scratch running vertically through the length
of the stamp. It starts in the margin above the stamp, runs
vertically through the centre of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’, travelling
downward to exit the stamp through the ‘PO’ of ‘POSTAGE’. The
boldness of the line varies between examples, but unlike doctor
blade lines that this resembles, it is constant in all examples
seen.



R1/16

Grey

Tiny white spot right of the top of the leading edge of the right wing.

D8



R1/17

Grey

Light grey patch close to the right edge, opposite the middle of the
leading edge of the right wing.

E8



R1/17

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm bottom left of the claw on the left.

J3



R1/17

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the lower margin, close to the left end of the stamp,
beneath the left end of the ‘3’ of the value.

M1



R1/18

Grey

Tiny white spot just above the right arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

A3



R1/18

Grey

Tiny white spot above the ‘Z’ of ‘ZEAL’, close to the top edge.

A4



R1/18

Grey

Tiny white spot in the shading in the bottom right corner.

M7



R1/18

Grey

Tiny grey spot below the ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’, close to the lower edge of
the stamp.

M2



R1/19

Grey

Tiny white spot right of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’, midway to the right edge.



R1/19

Grey

Tiny grey spot below the ‘96’ of ‘1965’.

C1



R1/19

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background at lower centre, 3mm above the ‘A’
of ‘POSTAGE’.

K3



R1/20

Grey

Tiny white spot above the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



R1/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot near the right edge, level with the centre of the leading
edge of the right wing.

E7|8



R1/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot just below the ‘E’ of ‘HEALTH’. In some examples the
spot is superimposed on the lower bar of the ‘E’.

M5



R1/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot at the centre of the narrow gap between the left and
right wings.



R1/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot left of the ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M2



R2/1

Grey

Disturbance as a retouch in the background, right of the joint of
the right wing, 1mm from the right edge of the stamp.

F7



R2/1

Grey

Tiny white spot just below the ‘3’ of the value ‘3D’.



R2/1

Grey

Tiny white spot just above the right end of the top arm of the ‘3’ of the
value ‘3D’.

K2



R2/2

Grey

Tiny white spot at the tip of the leading feather of the right wing.

C7



R2/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot 2mm bottom right of the tip of the bird’s beak.



R2/4

Grey

Short diagonal line, 1mm long, above the ‘L’ of ‘LAND’, just below the
top edge.

A5



R2/4

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background, near the left edge of the stamp, left
of the bird’s tail.

I1



R2/5

Grey

Tiny grey spot just left of the middle point of the ‘3’ of the value ‘3D’.

L1



R2/6

Grey

Tiny white spot in the top left corner, top left of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

A1



R2/6

Grey

Tiny white spot 1.5mm below the ‘6’ of ‘1965’.

C2



R2/7

Grey

Tiny white spot against the top edge, above the ‘A’ of ‘LAND’.

A6



R2/7

Grey

Tiny grey spot just top right of the ‘A’ of ‘LAND’.

A6



R2/7

Grey

Grey spot in the right margin, to the right of the tip of the rightmost
leading feather of the right wing.

C8



R2/8

Grey

Tiny white spot near the base, bottom right of the ‘3 D’.

M2



R2/9

Grey

Disturbance in the background top right of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’. This
gives the appearance of a retouch, darker grey centre, with light
surround, but not prominent.

A7



L6
A2-M2



B7|8

D4|5



M1|2

I7
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R2/9

Grey

Further, similar disturbance to the one above, in the background
on the right side, 5mm above the ‘1D’, close to the right edge.
This takes the form of a circular patch with disturbed screen
dots.

J7



R2/10

Grey

Grey smudge in the background on the right, bottom right of the beak,
midway to the right edge.

I7



R2/11

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm left of the edge of the left wing, alongside the
2nd protrusion of the wing’s edge.

E2



R2/11

Grey

Break in the left side of the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’ just below the apex.
Small, but significantly placed.

L5



R2/13

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background on the left, midway between the
centre of the edge of the left wing, and the left frame.

E1



R2/13

Grey

Tiny white spot at the top bar of the ‘3’ of the value, near the right end.

K1



R2/14

Grey

Two tiny grey spots against the left edge, level with the top of the left
wing.

D1



R2/15

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the angle between the left and right wings, below the
‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’.



R2/16

Grey

Tiny white spot near the top edge, above the ‘ND’ of ‘LAND’.

A7



R2/16

Grey

Tiny white spot just below the left end of the ‘3’ of the value.

M1



R2/16

Grey

Small spur from the upper edge of the back of the bird, just above the
tail.

H2



R2/16

Grey

The vertical scratch that started in the stamp at row 1/16
continues here, running in the same position. In this stamp, the
scratch is much lighter and becomes lost in the background
below the bird, above the ‘PO’ of ‘POSTAGE’. Maybe the cause
of the grey spur on the back of the bird.

A2-K2



R2/17

Grey

Small grey spot in front of the leading edge of the right wing, close to
the top of the feathers.

D7



R2/17

Grey

Tiny white spot close to the left edge, bottom left of the top of the ‘3’ of
the value.

L1



R2/18

Grey

Tiny white spot at the centre of the down stroke of the ‘K’ of ‘Kaka’.

J|K5



R2/18

Grey

Tiny white spot behind the lower left leg of the first ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.

L|M4



R2/19

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background on the right, between the beak and
the right frame line.



R2/19

Grey

Tiny white spot near the right edge, 6mm above the ‘1D’.



R2/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot on the left edge of the stamp, 1mm down from the top
left corner.

A1



R2/20

Grey

Tiny white spot 1mm below the ‘5’ of ‘1965’.

C2

‘1 D’

of the value on the right,





D4|5



H7
I7



R2/20

Grey

Four light grey patches in and around the
as if splashed with cleaning fluid.

L7-L8



R3/1

Grey

Tiny white spot midway between the top of the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’ and the
top edge of the stamp.



R3/1

Grey

Two long, faint, grey scratches vertically, either side of the ‘1’ of
the value at bottom right, running upwards for the length of the
stamp, becoming lost in the right wing of the bird. These are
constant and not the result of a doctor blade flaw.



R3/1

Grey

Two tiny white spots to the left of the ‘3’ of the value, one just above
the middle, the second at the top left of the ‘3’.

L1, K1, L2



R3/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot between the left edge and the foot of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

B1



R3/2

Grey

Tiny white spot just above the right leg of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

A1



R3/2

Red

There is a shadow that partly fills in the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’, perhaps a
smudge of the red colour.

L5



R3/2

Grey

Tiny white spot bottom left of the tail of the bird.

J1



R3/2

Grey

Tiny white spot above the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’, level with the top of
the ‘1’ of ‘1D’.

K|L6



R3/3

Grey

Tiny white spot near the left edge, 2mm bottom left of the ‘1’ of ‘1965’.

C|D1



R3/4

Grey

Tiny grey spot close to the top of the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



R3/4

Grey

Tiny grey spot 2mm above the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’, level with the top of
the ‘3D’.

K3

A2
C7-M7
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R3/5

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background, bottom left of the ‘Z’ of ‘ZEAL’.

B3



R3/5

Grey

Tiny grey spot between the tips of the feathers on the right wing,
between the 1st and 2nd from the left.

D5



R3/5

Grey

Grey spot on the right edge of the stamp, 1mm from the bottom right
corner.

M8



R3/6

Grey

Prominent grey spot 1mm below the left side of the ‘L’ of ‘LAND’.

B5





R3/6

Red

Tiny red spot against the arched back of the bird. On some
examples this spot may be lost on the dark edge of the bird.

G3





R3/6

Grey

Tiny white spot near the bottom right corner, vertically below the ‘D’ of
‘1D’.

M7



R3/6

Grey

Tiny grey spot on the right edge, 1.5mm above the bottom right
corner.

L8



R3/7

Grey

Tiny grey spot below the right leg of the first ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.



R3/7

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background on the right, top right of ‘Kaka’,
above the left side of the ‘1D’.

J6



R3/9

Red

Tiny red spot inside the oval of the ‘6’ of ‘1965’. The exact position
may change depending upon the centring of the other colours.

C2



R3/9

Grey

Tiny grey spot just below the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’.

B4



R3/9

Grey

Two tiny grey spots at the top of the ‘3’ of the value; one at the left of
the top bar; the second just above the centre of the bar (or in the bar
depending on centring of colours).

K2



R3/10

Grey

Tiny white spot at the top of the left arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



R3/10

Grey

Tiny grey spot 0.5mm right of ‘Kaka’.

K6



R3/11

Grey

Tiny white spot bottom right of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.



R3/11

Grey

Tiny white spot between the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’ and the ‘1D’.

L6



R3/13

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background on the right, top right of the bend of
the leading edge of the right wing.

E7



R3/14

Grey

Tiny white spot just right of ‘1965’.

C2



R3/14

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm above the highest point of the wing on the left.

C3



R3/14

Grey

Two tiny grey spots above the leftmost flight feather of the wing on the
right.

D5



R3/14

Grey

Prominent grey spot in the background, 1.5mm below the tip of the
bird’s tail.



R3/15

Grey

Dark grey patch to the top of the left arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.



R3/15

Grey

Grey spot just to the left of the claw of the bird’s left foot.



R3/15

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background at lower centre, bottom left of the
‘K’ of ‘Kaka’.

K5



R3/16

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm left of the topmost tip of the left wing, on the left
side.

D2



R3/16

Grey

Tiny white spot top right of the last ‘a’ of ‘Kaka’.

J6



R3/16

Grey

Tiny white spot 1.5mm above the ‘HE’ of ‘HEALTH’.

L5



R3/17

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm left of the second point from the left edge of the
left wing.

E2



R3/17

Grey

Tiny white spot between the ‘3’ and the ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

L2



R3/17

Grey

Tiny grey spot just left of the middle point of the ‘3’ of the value.

L1



R3/17

Grey

Two tiny grey spots right of the top half of the leading edge of the right
wing.



R3/18

Grey

Grey spot just below the bird’s beak, surrounded by a white border.



R3/19

Grey

Tiny white spot just above the top of the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’.



R3/19

Red

The ‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’ has a red spur caused by a well-placed red spot at
the apex.



R3/19

Grey

Tiny white spot pointed to by the top of the 2 nd flight feather of the
right wing.



R3/19

Grey

White spot 1mm left of the right frame line, in line with the bird’s head.



R3/19

Grey

Tiny white spot just bottom right of the ‘D’ of

‘1D’.

M4|5

B7|8

I2
A2
I3

D7-D8
I6
A4
A4|5
C7
G|H7
L7
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R3/19

Grey

Significant white spot behind the bird, 1mm from the left edge,
level with the base of the left wing.



R3/20

Grey

Tiny white spot between the left edge and the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’, at the
centre of the letter.

A|B1



R3/20

Grey

Tiny white spot next to the right edge, top right of the bird’s head.

G7|8



R3/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm from the left edge, level with the middle of the
two points from the left edge of the left wing.

F1



R4/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot between the left edge and the foot of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

B1



R4/1

Grey

Tiny white spot between the middle and lower arm of the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’.

B4



R4/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot above the tip of the 2nd flight feather from the right, of
the right wing.

C7



R4/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm left of the left wing, just above centre.



R4/2

Red

Tiny red spot between the ‘9’ and ‘6’ of ‘1965’.



R4/2

Grey

Transient bullseye flaw near the top of the ‘Z’ of ‘ZEAL’.

A3



R4/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the left margin, level with the 7th perf hole vertically
from the top.

C0



R4/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm below the tip of the bird’s beak.



R4/2

Grey

Short diagonal white line, midway between the ‘E’ of ‘POSTAGE’
and the end of the branch, and a similar line at the end of the
branch.

K4



R4/3

Grey

Tiny white spot just above the upper tip of the left wing.

C3



R4/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm above the top of the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’.



R4/4

Grey

Tiny flaw on the lower edge of the stamp, below the



R4/5

Grey



R4/5



G1



C2|3
B|C 1|2

I6

‘1D’.



K|L3
M7



Scratch, ending in a white patch, on the right edge of the stamp,
by the tips of the feathers of the right wing. Appears as a paper
fault, but is consistent.

C7, D8



Grey

Two tiny white spots adjacent to the lower edge, below the ‘OS’ of
‘POSTAGE’.

M2, M3

R4/5

Grey

Erratic grey scratch from the base of the ‘3’ to the lower edge.

M1|2





R4/6

Grey

Diagonal grey scratch from the tip of the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’ to the top
edge above the ‘L’ of ‘LAND’.

A4-A5





R4/6

Grey

What appears to be a horizontal paper crease through the tips of
the feather of the right wing, but a constant 3mm long, sharp
white scratch.

C6-C7





R4/6

Grey

Tiny white spot against the joint at the centre of the leading edge of
the right wing.



R4/6

Grey

Tiny grey spot just left of the edge of the left wing near the base.

F2



R4/7

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm below the ‘6’ of ‘1965’.

C2



R4/7

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background on the right, midway between the
beak and the right edge of the stamp.

H7



R4/8

Grey

Dark spot in the middle of the gap between the longest flight feather
of the right wing.

C|D6



R4/9

Grey

Tiny white spot next to the left frame, left of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

A1



R4/10

Grey

Fuzzy grey spot in the background on the left, 0.5mm left of the lower
left wing.

F2



R4/10

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm below the bird’s beak.

I6



R4/11

Grey

Tiny grey spot at the top of the right margin, 2mm from the top.

A8



R4/11

Grey

Darker grey patch right of the foot of the ‘1’ of the value at bottom
right, midway to the right edge.

M7



R4/12

Grey

Tiny white spot below the ‘L’ of ‘HEALTH’, midway to the lower edge.



R4/12

Grey

There is a tiny break in the left leg of the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’, about
midway along its length.

L3



R4/13

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background at top, 2mm right of the foot of the
‘5’ of ‘1965’.

C2



R4/13

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background below the bird, 2mm bottom left of
the right claw.

K3



R4/13

Grey

Tiny white spot just below the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.

M6

E6|7

M5|6
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R4/14

Grey

Tiny grey spot between the ‘E’ and ‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’.

A4



R4/14

Grey

Tiny white spot on the right edge of the stamp, bottom right of the ‘D’
of ‘LAND’.

B8



R4/14

Grey

Tiny white spot below the ‘9’ of ‘1965’.

C1
‘1 D’.



R4/14

Grey

Tiny white spot on the lower edge, below the

M7



R4/15

Grey

Tiny white spot next to the right edge of the stamp, alongside the top
flight feathers.

C8



R4/15

Grey

Tiny white spot bottom left of the ‘3’ of the value.

M1



R4/15

Grey

Tiny white spot just above the top bar of the ‘3’.

K1



R4/16

Grey

White spot below the ‘ND’ of ‘LAND’.

B7



R4/16

Grey

Tiny grey spot just left of the top left end of the branch, in the angle
between the tail and legs.



R4/17

Grey

Tiny grey spot just above the left arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



R4/17

Grey

Tiny white spot between the top of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’ and the top edge
of the stamp.

A7



R4/17

Grey

White spot 1mm right of the top of the leading feather of the right
wing.

D7



R4/18

Grey

Tiny white spot between the centre and right arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’,
midway to the top edge.

A3



R4/18

Grey

Tiny white spot bottom right of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.

B7



R4/18

Grey

Tiny white spot 1.5mm below the second ‘k’ of ‘Kaka’.



R4/18

Grey

Further tiny white spot 1mm right of the last ‘a’ of ‘Kaka’.

I3

K4|5
‘1 D’.

K6



R4/18

Grey

Tiny white spot close to the right edge, 3mm above the



R4/18

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the lower margin, below the ‘3’ of the value.

M1

J8



R4/18

Grey

Tiny white spot 1mm bottom left of the bird’s right claw.

J3



R4/18

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background on the left, midway between the left
edge of the stamp and centre of the edge of the left wing.

F2



R4/19

Grey

Tiny white spot 1.5mm right of the ‘5’ of ‘1965’.

C2



R4/19

Grey

Tiny white spot midway between the right edge of the stamp and the
bird’s beak.



R4/20

Grey

Group of small grey spots against the right edge of the stamp,
bottom right of the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.



R4/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot at the centre of the right margin.

F8



R4/20

Grey

Tiny white spot at the centre of the right leg of the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’.

L5



R4/20

Grey

Two close tiny white spots on or just below the ‘O’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M2



R4/20

Grey

Tiny white spot against the left edge, top left of the ‘3’ of the value.

K1



R4/20

Grey

Dark spot at the base of the left wing, amongst the shading of the
feathers, at the top of the lower bulge.

F3



R4/20

Grey

Two close tiny grey spots in the background at top, midway between
the ‘AL’ of ‘ZEAL’, and the top edge of the right wing.

C5



R5/1

Grey

Tiny white spot above the right arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

A3



R5/1

Grey

Tiny white spot near the left edge, level with the centre of the left
wing.

E1



R5/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot between the ‘E’ of ‘POSTAGE’ and the first ‘H’ of
‘HEALTH’.

L4



R5/2

Grey

The white spot at the centre of the bird’s eye is prominent.



R5/2

Grey

Tiny white spot midway between the beak and the right edge.

H7



R5/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm above the ‘G’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

K4



R5/2

Grey

Grey spot with a white surround, 3mm above the ‘S’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

K3



R5/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot on the left edge of the stamp, level with the lower end
of the ’3’ of the value.



R5/3

Grey

Tiny white spot near the right edge, 3mm above the ‘D’ of ‘1D’.

J7



R5/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm above the first ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.

L4

I7
B|C8

G|H6

L|M1
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R5/3

Yellow

Transient yellow smudge on the lower edge below the ‘PO’ of
‘POSTAGE’.



R5/4

Grey

Long diagonal scratch from the base of the stamp below the ‘G’
of ‘POSTAGE’; through the wording ‘Kaka’; just missing the
beak; to end on the right wing alongside the middle of the right
wing. The scratch itself is composed of grey and white patches,
tiny, joined together.



R5/4

Grey

Two close tiny white spots near the top of the scratch (described
above).



R5/5

Grey

Tiny grey spot above the left side of the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



R5/5

Grey

Tiny white spot on the lower edge, below the left side of the ‘3’ of the
value.

L1



R5/6

Grey

Tiny grey spot top right of the ‘E’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

L4



R5/6

Grey

Tiny grey spot just below the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.

B7



R5/7

Grey

Tiny white spot in the extreme bottom left corner.

M1



R5/7

Grey

Tiny grey spot on the left edge of the stamp, level with the centre of
the left wing.

E1



R5/8

Grey

Small indent into the top frame line, at the right end, top right of the ‘D’
of ‘LAND’.

A7



R5/8

Grey

Tiny white spot and tiny grey spot in the background on the right,
midway between the centre of the leading edge of the right wing and
the right frame.

E7



R5/8

Grey

Significant white spot right of ‘Kaka’, and above the ‘1’ of the value.

J6|7



R5/9

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm top right of the bird’s head.

G7



R5/10

Red

Red spot on the left wing at lower left, just inside the trailing
edge.

F3



R5/10

Grey

Irregular white patch in the background at bottom left, 1.5mm above
the ‘3’ of the value.

K1|2



R5/10

Grey

Tiny grey spot on the left edge of the stamp, level with the top arm of
the ‘3’.

K|L1



R5/10

Grey

Tiny white spot in the shading in the bottom left corner, below the left
end of the ‘3’.

M1



R5/10

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm top left of the ‘1’ of the value ‘1 D’.

K6

‘1D’.

M2



L4-F8



E|F7



R5/10

Grey

Tiny white spot 2mm above the ‘D’ of the value



R5/11

Grey

Tiny grey spot just to the left of the apex of the ‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’.

A4



R5/12

Grey

Tiny white spot between the feet of the ‘W’ and ‘Z’.

B3



R5/12

Grey

Diagonal white scratch immediately below the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’,
1.5mm in length.

B4



R5/13

Grey

Tiny white spot below the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’, close to the lower
edge of the stamp.

M6



R5/14

Grey

Tiny white spot above the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



R5/14

Grey

Tiny white spot above the ‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’.

A4



R5/16

Grey

Tiny white spot just below the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’.

M5



R5/16

Grey

Tiny white spot below the ‘G’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M2|3



R5/17

Grey

Tiny white spot close to the right edge, bottom right of the ‘D’ of
‘LAND’.

B7|8



R5/17

Grey

Tiny grey spot below the ‘D’ of ‘1D’, level with the foot of the ‘1’’.

M7|8



R5/17

Grey

Tiny white spot midway between the top of the ‘3’ of the value, and
the bird’s tail.

J|K1



R5/18

Grey

Large disturbance above the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’, at the top edge of the
stamp, taking the form of multiple, joined, white spots.

A2



R5/18

Grey

Tiny white spot just in front of the leading edge of the right wing, near
the top.

D7



R5/18

Grey

Tiny white spot at the foot of the right leg of the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

L3



R5/18

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background on the left, between the left edge
and the bird’s back, just above the tail.

H1



R5/19

Grey

Tiny white spot on the top edge of the stamp, above the left side of
the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



K7
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R5/19

Red

The ‘D’ of ‘LAND’ is fuzzy on its right edge, as if the red colour
was infused into the background.

A7-B7



R5/19

Grey

Tiny white spot between the bird’s head and the right edge.



R5/19

Grey

Tiny white spot near the bottom edge, below the ‘OS’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M3



R5/19

Grey

Tiny white spot above the left end of the top bar of the ‘3’ of the value.

K1

G|H7

3rd



R5/20

Grey

Green spot at the centre of the flight feather of the right wing,
where the dark grey is missing, allowing the background colour to
show through.



R5/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background, in the angle between the bird’s tail
and legs.

I3



R5/20

Grey

Short grey fleck in the background on the left, 1mm left of the left
wing, just below centre.

F2



R6/1

Grey

Extraneous grey lines in the background on the left side above
the tail, resembles handwriting, perhaps a ‘3’ diagonally?



R6/1

Grey

Tiny white spot at the centre of the ‘S’ of ‘POSTAGE’.
3rd

and

4th

C|D6

G1-I1

R6/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot between the

feathers of the right wing.



R6/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot adjacent to the upper edge of the tail, at the base of
the tail feathers.



R6/2

Red

Small bite into the upper, inside edge of the ‘3’ of the value.



R6/2

Grey

Two tiny grey spots above the ‘AG’ of ‘POSTAGE’.



R6/2

Grey

Short diagonal white scratch above the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.

C6
H|I2
L1
L3-L4

and

4th

L6



R6/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot at the top of the gap between the
the right wing.

feathers of

C6



R6/4

Grey

Diagonal grey scratch from the left edge, level with the top of the
left wing; through the ‘1965’; to finish at the base of the ‘E’ of
‘NEW’.

C1-B2



R6/4

Grey

Two tiny white spots at the middle of the background on the left,
midway between the left edge and left wing.

E1, F1



R6/5

Grey

Tiny white spot top right of the ‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’, close to the top edge.

A5



R6/5

Brown

Tiny brown spot on the left wing, just below centre.

E3



R6/6

Grey

Tiny white spot below the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’.

B6



R6/6

Grey

Two tiny white spots to the right of the tips of the leading feather of
the wing on the right, close to the right edge of the stamp.



R6/6

Grey

Tiny white spot as an indent into the left frame line, top left of the
bird’s tail.



R6/7

Grey

Tiny grey spot below the ‘AG’ of ‘POSTAGE’, midway to the lower
edge.



R6/8

Grey

Tiny grey spot on the right edge of the stamp, 3mm above the top of
the ‘1D’.

J8



R6/9

Red

Tiny red spot in the background on the left, left of the tail of the bird,
midway to the left edge of the stamp.

I1



R6/9

Grey

Tiny white spot close to the left edge of the stamp, top left of the ‘3’ of
the value.



R6/9

Grey

Tiny white spot in the corner at bottom right, close to the right edge.
1st



L3



3 rd



2nd

C7|8
G1
M3|4

K1
M7|8



R6/9

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the gap between the and flight feathers of the
right wing. Any misplacement of colours may well hide this variety.

C7



R6/10

Grey

Two close tiny grey spots in the background 2mm above the last ‘a’ of
‘Kaka’.

J6



R6/10

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm top right of the band in the branch, top left of
‘Kaka’.

I|J5



R6/11

Grey

Tiny white spot above the left leg of the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’, close to the top
edge of the stamp.

A6



R6/11

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the lower margin, below the ‘O’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M3



R6/12

Grey

Tiny white spot as an indent into the left frame line, opposite the lower
end of the ‘3’ of the value.



R6/13

Grey

Tiny white spot above the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’, midway to the top margin.

L|M1
A6
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R6/13

Grey

Small grey patch in front of the leading edge of the right wing,
surrounded by a white border. Resembles a bullseye flaw, but is
constant.



R6/13

Grey

Grey patch on the lower edge of the stamp, beneath the ‘GE’ of
‘POSTAGE’.



R6/13

Grey

Grey spot above the back of the bird, just left of the left wing.



R6/14

Grey

Tiny white spot 1mm from the right edge, right of the bird’s head.

H7



R6/14

Grey

Two tiny white spots below the ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M2



R6/14

Grey

Tiny white spot right of the foot of the ‘1’ of the value, close to the right
edge.



R6/15

Grey

Tiny white spot at the foot of the ‘PO’ of ‘POSTAGE’.



R6/15

Grey

Long scratch diagonally through the background on the right,
from the bird’s beak through to meet the right frame level with
‘Kaka’. The line appears as an irregular white scratch
interspersed with darker grey spots. The scratch is confined to
this stamp alone.

H6-J8



R6/16

Grey

Tiny white spot at the tip of the leading flight feather of the right wing.

C7



R6/16

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background at the bottom, bottom right of the
last ‘a’ of ‘Kaka’.

K6



R6/17

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm below the ‘Z’ of ‘ZEAL’.

G2|3

L|M8
M2

Grey

Tiny white spot at the tip of the



R6/17

Grey

White spot in the background on the right, 2.5mm above the ‘D’ of
‘1D’.



R6/17

Grey

Tiny white spot near the bottom frame line, below the ‘AG’ of
‘POSTAGE’.



R6/17

Grey

Two white spots in the background at bottom left, 2mm and 3mm top
right of the ‘D’ of ‘3D’.

K3



R6/17

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm left of the lower bulge of the edge of the left
wing.

F2



R6/18

Grey

Tiny white spot above the right leg of the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’, midway to the
top edge of the stamp.



R6/19

Grey

Short vertical white scratch above the right end of the top bar of the
‘E’ of ‘NEW’.



R6/19

Grey

Tiny white spot in the background on the left, 2mm below the ‘1’ of
‘1965’.



R6/19

Yellow

There is a 2mm long diagonal yellow scratch in between the left
edge and the bird’s tail. Given its colour, this scratch is hard to
see against the grey background.

I1



R6/19

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background at the bottom, 1mm bottom right of
the tip of the bird’s tail.

J2



R6/20

Grey

Tiny white spot between the frame and the left leg of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

A1



R6/20

Grey

Tiny white spot just top right of the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’.

A4



R6/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot just in front of the lower edge of the right wing.

F6



R6/20

Grey

Tiny white spot below the ‘T’ of ‘POSTAGE’, close to the lower edge
of the stamp.

M3



R6/20

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1mm left of the centre of the bird’s tail.



R6/20

Grey

The white spot near the left edge, level with the bird’s back, is
prominent. This spot is seen on many stamps to a lesser effect.
*

flight feather of the right wing.

*



B|C3

R6/17

*



M4



*

3rd

D7|8

*

B6
J7
M3|4

A6|7
A2
C|D1

I1
G|H1
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4d+1d Piwakawaka: Main Sheet Errors and Varieties

Black doctor blade lines in right
selvedge.


Watermark inverted



Yellow omitted

One sheet reported with the yellow, background colour omitted. It is
understood that some of the stamps were sent abroad prior to
realisation of the error by the owner.



Green colour omitted

Only a few stamps have been reported with green omitted, omitting
the wording ‘POSTAGE HEALTH’ and leaves on the branch.



Minor colour shifts

Yellow



Doctor blade flaws



$75
£125

2003

$450

2017

Large shift of the yellow colour downwards so that
it encroaches on the perforations at the bottom of
the stamp.

£25

1999

Black

Two narrow vertical black lines appear in the right
selvedge.

£20

2005

Black

Vertical pair of doctor blade lines through the
centre of three stamps upward from the lower
selvedge. Thick at the base, tapering on the top
stamp.

$300

2009

The Yellow 1A Plate Number
The stamps were printed in four colours as shown in the traffic light block that
appeared in the right selvedge alongside the stamp at row 6/20. The colours
were yellow, brown, green and black.
Yet looking at the plate block, there
are only three colours represented,
brown, yellow and black. The green
plate 1A symbol is omitted here.
This is normal.
The yellow ‘1A’ symbol is different to
the brown and black, being stretched
horizontally. The ‘1A’ is wider but by
only 0.5mm. The gap between the
‘1’ and ‘A’ for yellow is significantly
reduced, stretching the legs of the ‘A’
symbol, appearing as if drawn
manually.

Traffic light and plate
number blocks
showing different
order of colours.
The ‘1A’ yellow plate number has a
different format to that for other colours,
shown here against the brown colour.
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Flaws and Retouches
Multipositive flaws
There are three constant spots on the tail feathers of the 4d+1d
stamp, affecting the 3rd, 5th and 9th feathers as they appear in the
main sheets. The same three spots also affect the stamps from
the miniature sheets, adding evidence that the main sheets and
miniature sheets were from the same source.

There is a constant black spot at the centre of the large leaf on the
right that does not appear to add to the design.

Stamps From Column 7

The stamps from column 7 have a
distinctly lighter printing of the black
colour when compared to others,
evident from the lack of grey screen
dots and shading in the tail feathers
that appear white instead of grey.
The examples shown here are from
neighbouring columns 6 and 7.
Column 6

Column 7
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4d+1d Main Sheet Varieties

Coloured spots, especially of black, tend to show up well against the yellow background, even the brown
colour is noticeable, albeit this colour tends to blend with the yellow and become fuzzy. Whilst the
majority of the design of the 4d+1d stamp will fail to show many constant flyspeck varieties, you can be
sure the tail feathers, being composed of black screen dots, will reveal some small abnormality. But
many are too small to be worthy of note.

R1/20
Significant white patch on the
feather.

3rd

tail

R2/5

R2/6

Significant black spot near the end of
the 9th tail feather.

Vertical green line on the central
large leaf.

R2/11

R3/1

Black spot on the large leaf on the
right, at bottom right.

White spot on the bird’s tail, below
the tail feathers.

R4/1
Black spot in the background above
the 11th tail feather.

R3/20
The lower edges of the letters in
‘Fantail’ are curved.

Normal
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R4/4

R4/19

R5/14

The ‘i’ of ‘Fantail’ has almost lost its
spot.

Prominent black spot between the
tips of the 1st and 2nd tail feather.

Large white spot in the background
below the tip of the 1st tail feather.

R5/15

R5/15

Brown spot above the first ‘wa’ of
‘Piwakawaka’.

Bird’s chest is normal.

Grey patch on the bird’s chest where
the brown is omitted.

R6/15

R6/17

R6/20

The lower right leg of the last ‘H’ of
‘HEALTH’ is broken.

There is a green smudge from the
left edge of the large central leaf.

Bite out of the 6th (1st black) tail
feather on the upper left edge.



R1/1

Black

There is an indent into the underside of the horizontal bar of the ‘4’ of
the value.

L|M1



R1/1

Brown

Brown spot under the ‘S’ of ‘POSTAGE’, close to the lower edge of
the stamp.

M3



R1/1

Black

Tiny white spot near the tip of the 2nd black tail feather, just left of the
centre line.

C3



R1/2

Black

The tiny black spot at the centre of the leaf on the right is missing.

J6



R1/3

Black

There is a grey spot, next to a white spot, on the 4 th tail feather, about
one third of the way down.

E2



R1/4

Green

Tiny white spot as the upright of the ‘E’ of ‘HEALTH’, near the base.

M5



R1/6

Black

Tiny black spot on the large central leaf, on the right side, along the
second vein from the right.

K4



R1/8

Black

Tiny light brown spot on the underside of the bird, where the black is
missing allowing brown to show through.

I5



R1/8

Brown

Tiny brown spot above the bird in the angle between the bird’s back
and the 12th tail feather.

G5
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R1/9

Black

Two tiny white spots on the black folded wing at the centre, arranged
vertically.

H4



R1/10

Black

Tiny white spot near the base of the 10 th tail feather.

E5



R1/11

Black

Tiny black spot in the yellow background, on the right side, 2mm right
of the 12th tail feather.

E6



R1/11

Brown

Tiny brown spot, faint, between the ‘F’ and ‘a’ of ‘Fantail’.



R1/13

Black

Tiny black spot just above the bird’s body at centre. On some sheets
there is a second black spot top right of this, but it is not constant.

G5|6



R1/13

Black

Tiny white spot on the right edge of the 12 th tail feather, 2mm from the
tip.

E5



R1/14

Black

Tiny white spot on the 4th tail feather, at its middle.

E3

8th

9th

I2



R1/15

Black

Two tiny white spots on the and
near the base of each feather.

tail feathers, close together,



R1/16

Brown

Tiny brown spot in the background on the right, 2mm above the bird’s
head.

G7



R1/17

Black

Small indent into the right side of the top vertical of the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’,
between the top and middle arms.

A2



R1/17

Black

Tiny black spot in the background, 2mm above the bird’s body and
2mm right of the tail feathers, on some examples this is faint.

F5



R1/17

Black

Tiny white spot on the 6th (1st black) tail feather, 3mm from the base,
on the right side.

F4



R1/18

Brown

Tiny brown spot in the background on the right, 2mm above the bird’s
body, 1mm right of the tail feathers, does tend to blend in well into the
background.

F5



R1/19

Black

On the 6th (1st black) tail feather, one of the centre white spots
becomes prominent, standing out from the others.

D3



R1/20

Brown

Tiny brown spot in the background on the right, 2mm above the bird’s
neck.

F6



R1/20

Black

There is a prominent black smudge on the centre right side of the
central large leaf, at the right edge.

K4



R1/20

Black

Tiny white spot on the back of the bird’s neck, above the wing joint.

G6

4th

E4



R1/20

Black

Large disturbance on the tail feather, just above its centre,
where the black screen dots are missing, taking the form of two
adjacent grey patches. Similar in appearance to a bullseye flaw,
but constant.



R2/1

Black

Tiny black spot between the first ‘w’ and ‘a’ of ‘Piwakawaka’.

I2



R2/2

Green

Tiny grey spot in the background on the left, midway between the ‘P’
of ‘Piwakawaka’ and the left edge of the stamp.

I1



R2/3

Black

Tiny black spot near the end of the 1st tail feather.

R2/4

Black

There is a small horizontal black smudge across the centre of the
black tail feather, just above its centre.



R2/4

Black

Tiny white spot on the 2nd black tail feather, 3mm from the end.



R2/4

Black

Tiny white spot in the



G1|2



8th

E2

2nd

tail feather, 3mm from its tip.
9th

F|G2
D3
D4



R2/5

Black

Significant black spot 2mm from the end of the
2mm above the constant spot.

tail feather,

D4



R2/5

Black

Tiny white spot 3mm from the end of the 1st black tail feather, just to
the left side.

D3



R2/6

Green

Vertical green line 2mm long, through the central, large leaf,
1.5mm from the left side, likely to be a scratch affecting the
brown colour, allowing the green colour to show through.

K3



R2/6

Black

Tiny black spot 4mm along the 4th tail feather, just clear of the dark
grey/black shading.

F3



R2/7

Black

The opening parenthesis in front of ‘Fantail’ appears short, finishing
lower than the ‘F’ to its right.

I2



R2/9

Black

Vertical grey scratch through the 3rd and 2nd tail feathers, 2mm from
their left end. On some examples these scratches are faint, but
constant.

E2-F2



R2/10

Black

Tiny white spot on the right (black) edge of the 8 th tail feather, near
the base of the feather.

E4
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R2/11

Black

There is a small black spot at the tip of the open end of the ‘6’ of
‘1965’, that nearly closes the gap at the end of the top arc.

B7



R2/11

Black

Tiny black spot on the bottom right of the large leaf on the right,
top left of the ‘1D’.

K6



R2/11

Green

Tiny grey spot in the left margin, pointed to by the beak of the bird on
stamp at row 2/10.

H0



R2/11

Black

There is a tiny white spot on the top right edge of the 5 th tail feather,
that breaks the outline.

D2



R2/12

Black

Tiny white spot at the centre of the 8th tail feather, adjacent to the
constant spot on the 9th tail feather.

D4



R2/14

Black

Tiny spur from the left of the central arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’, as if the
black colour had leaked into the background.
(The three multipositive black spots on the 3rd, 5th and 8th tail feathers
show up well on this stamp).

A2



R2/15

Black

Tiny orange spot on the chest of the bird, just below the throat, where
the black has lost a spot of colour.

H|I6



R2/15

Black

Tiny orange spot on the bird’s neck, left of the eye.



R2/17

Green

Tiny white spot in the top right stroke of the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’.



R2/18

Black

The tail feathers of this stamp are all a shade lighter than normal.
Row 2/19 stamp is heavy.



R2/18

Black

Tiny white spot 1mm from the top end of the 9 th tail feather.



R2/20

Black

Black spot in the large leaf on the right, in the top right quadrant, close
to the edge.



R2/20

Black

There is a tiny white spot at the base of the 6 th and 7th (black) tail
feathers, where they join.

F4



R3/1

Green

Tiny white spot near the left edge of the central, large leaf, between
the ends of the 1st and 2nd veins.

J3



R3/1

Black

Tiny white spot on the bird’s tail, below the tail feathers, in the
dark black shading.

G3



R3/1

Black

White spot 3mm from the end of the 10th tail feather just at the edge of
the grey shading.

D5



R3/2

Black

Tiny white spot on the black head of the bird, 1mm left of the white
blaze above the eye.

H6



R3/3

Black

There is a break in the lower outline of the 1 st tail feather, close to the
left end. On some examples this break of 0.5mm has a very faint
black outline.

G1



R3/4

Black

Tiny white spot 4mm from the base of the 2nd black tail feather, within
the black shading.

E4



R3/8

Black

Tiny spur from the tip of the 6th (1st black) tail feather from the left
side, partly filling in the white tip.

C2



R3/10

Green

Tiny white spot just below the centre of the ‘T’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M3



R3/10

Green

Two tiny grey spots just above the second vein of the large central
leaf, just left of centre.

J4



R3/11

Black

Tiny white spot on the 10th tail feather, just above centre.
6th

(1st black) tail
5 th tail feather.



H6
L|M 3|4
C|D4
J6|7

D|E5



R3/11

Black

There is a small indent into the base of the
on the left side, as it meets the outline of the

feather,

E3



R3/12

Black

Tiny orange spot on the chest of the bird, making a hole in the long
horizontal black band across chest.



R3/14

Black

There is a break in the outline of the 1st tail feather, on its lower edge,
near the left end just before the curve.



R3/14

Black

Tiny white spot on the 2nd tail feather, 2mm from the left end, along
the centre line.



R3/14

Black

The ‘5’ of ‘1965’ has its bar truncated at the right end, that now slopes
diagonally.

B7



R3/15

Black

Three tiny white spots on the bird’s neck, at the top right end of the
folded wing. These are faint but constant.

H6



R3/15

Black

Tiny white spot at the centre of the 3rd tail feather, close to the lower
edge.

F2



R3/16

Black

Break in the top edge of the 10th tail feather, by a strategically placed
white spot.

I6
G1
F1|2

C|D5
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R3/17

Black

Tiny white spot on the 8th tail feather, 3mm from the top.
tail feather, in the white

D4



R3/18

Black

Black spot on the leading edge of the
area 3mm from the top.



R3/19

Green

White spot half way down the near vertical vein of the central large
leaf, where green screen dots are missing.



R3/20

Black

The bottom of the letters that comprise ‘Fantail’ appear to be
shortened, cut into by a concave arc that shaves away some of
the black lettering at the base.

I2-I3



R3/20

Black

Black spot at the tip of the 10th tail feather.

C|D5



R4/1

Green

There appears to be a small break in the lower arc of the ‘S’ of
‘POSTAGE’. This letter is normally thin and any loss of screen dots
will exaggerate the effect.

M3



R4/1

Black

There is a tiny white spot at the same point as the constant black spot
on the 3rd tail feather.

E2



R4/1

Black

Prominent black spot in the yellow background at the end of the
11th tail feather.

D5



R4/2

Brown

Tiny black spot at the foot of the opening parenthesis, in front of the
‘P’ of ‘Piwakawaka’.

I2



R4/3

Black

Tiny white spot 2mm from the end of the 8th tail feather near the left
edge.

C4



R4/4

Black

The ‘i’ of ‘Fantail’ has nearly lost its spot, that is very faint in
comparison to normal.



R4/4

Black

There is a white spot at the centre of the 1 st black tail feather, mixed
up with the normal black/white stepped design along the centre line of
the feather.

E3



R4/5

Black

There is a tiny grey spot on the left side of the central, large leaf,
close to the 2nd vein.

J3



R4/6

Black

Tiny white spot 4mm from the end of the 1st black tail feather, just left
of the centre line.

G2



R4/7

Black

Tiny white spot on the top of the bird’s head, top left of the blaze
above the eye.

G6



R4/7

Black

Tiny white spot at the end of the 11th tail feather.



R4/8

Black

Tiny white spot on the centre line of the 1 st tail feather, 2mm from the
left end.



R4/9

Black

Tiny black spot in the gap between the 5th and 6th tail feathers.
1st

10th



R4/9

Black

Break in the outline of the
the tip of the wing below.

tail feather, on the lower edge just above



R4/11

Black

Black spot in the background at the tip of the 11 th tail feather, slightly
biased towards the right.



R4/11

Black

The opening parenthesis of ‘(Fantail)’ is short, its top end is lower
than the ‘F’ next to it.



R4/14

Black

Missing shading on the 1st tail feather. As row 4/15.



R4/15

Black

Tiny white spot in the bird’s shoulder at the top of the wing.
1 st

D|E5
K4

I3







D5
G1|2
D2
G2|3
D5|6
I2
G|H5



R4/15

Black

Much of the shading of the grey of the tail feather is missing,
making the tail appear lighter and other tail feathers patchy.

-



R4/16

Black

Tiny white spot on the bird’s face, directly below the eye.



R4/16

Black

Tiny white spot on the left edge of the 8th tail feather, alongside the 2nd
black feather, about half way down its length.

E4



R4/17

Green

The foot of the ‘G’ of ‘POSTAGE’ is broken, perhaps by the presence
of a spot at this point that removes the green screen dots.

M4



R4/18

Black

Break in the outline of the 1st tail feather, just above the tip of the
folded wing below.

G2|3



R4/19

Black

Tiny white spot at the left end of the upper white stipe (above the
eye).

G|H6



R4/19

Black

Prominent black spot between the ends of the 2nd and 3rd tail
feathers.

E|F1



R4/19

Black

Tiny white spot near the foot of the 4th tail feather.

F3|4



R4/19

Green

Tiny grey spot on the central large leaf, above the centre of the
second vein, much darker than the green colour of the leaf itself.

H6|7

J3
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Break in the outline of the 2nd tail feather, at the upper left end.
4th

tail feather, just left of a similar

F1



R4/20

Black

Tiny white spot near the foot of the
spot on the stamp at row 4/19.



R4/20

Black

One of the white spots on the centre line of the 6 th (1st black) tail
feather, 3.5mm from the top, is elongated to the top right as a spur
into the dark background.

D3



R5/1

Black

Two tiny white spots on the top of the bird’s back, behind the head,
sometimes diffused into the brown background.

G5



R5/1

Black

2nd tiny black spot on the 5th tail feather, 0.5mm lower than the
constant spot.

E3



R5/1

Black

Tiny white spot 2mm from the end of the 12th tail feather, left of the
centre line.

E5



R5/2

Green

The left foot of the ‘A’ of HEALTH’ is rounded and there is a significant
gap between it and the ‘E’ on the left. Normally the ‘E’ and ‘A’ are
joined together at the foot.

M5



R5/3

Black

Tiny black spot in the background on the left, 1.5mm from the left
edge, midway between the ‘P’ of ‘Piwakawaka’ and the 1st tail feather.

H1



R5/3

Black

Bite into the dark shading of the 3rd tail feather just left of the constant
spot.

E2



R5/4

Black

Another tiny black spot on the 5th tail feather, 0.5mm lower than the
constant spot.

E3



R5/5

Black

Bite out of the upper dark edge of the 1 st tail feather, just left of where
the 1st and 2nd tail feathers meet.

G2



R5/6

Black

Tiny white spot in the middle of the 4th tail feather.

E2



R5/7

Black

There is a short horizontal white scratch through the
feather, 2mm from the bird’s body.



R5/8

Black

There is an indent into the left side of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’, about half way
up the left leg.



R5/9

Black

The lower outline of the 1st tail feather is broken in two places; near
the left end; and again above the tip of the wing below.



R5/9

Black

Tiny white spot on the 6th (1st black) tail feather, at the centre, right of
the centre line.



R5/9

Black

There is a second black spot on the 5th tail feather, just below the
constant spot.

E3



R5/10

Black

Tiny black spot just to the right of the ‘A’ of ‘LAND’, just above centre.

A6

1st

12th

(last) tail

F3

A|B1
G1, G3
E3|4



R5/10

Black

Tiny white spot on the
centre.



R5/11

Black

Tiny orange spot on the bird’s neck. Just left of the white band on the
throat, where a spot is missing its black topcoat.

H6



R5/11

Black

Tiny white spot on the left edge of the 6th (1st black) tail feather, as it
meets the edge of the 5th feather.

D3



R5/11

Black

Another tiny white spot on the 6th (1st black) tail feather, on its right
side, below centre.



R5/12

Black

Tiny black spot next to the top right edge of the 5th tail feather, almost
as a spur from the outline.

D2



R5/13

Black

Tiny white spot just top right of the bird’s eye.

H7

4th

tail feather, along the centre line, left of

F5

tail feather, 3mm from the top, biased

G2

E3|4



R5/13

Black

Tiny white spot on the
towards the right side.

E2



R5/14

Yellow

Large white spot in the background on the left, 2mm below the
1st tail feather, 2mm from the left edge of the stamp.

H1



R5/14

Black

Group of three small green spots on the rightmost large leaf, along its
centre line, near the pointed end, where black screen dots are
missing.

K6



R5/15

Brown

Brown spot in the background on the left, 1mm above the first
‘wa’ of ‘Piwakawaka’.

H|12





R5/15

Brown

Missing brown patch on the bird’s chest in the orange area at
bottom right, the black band still runs through it.

I6





R5/15

Black

Two tiny white spots at the centre of the bird’s neck, level with the top
white band over the eye.

H6



R5/17

Green

Bite out of the outer edge of the top right arm of the last ‘H’ of
‘HEALTH’.

L6
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R5/17

Black

Tiny white spot on the bird’s shoulders, behind the neck and above
the join of body and wing.



R5/18

Black

Tiny white spot towards the rear end of the bird’s folded wing.

G|H3



R5/18

Black

Tiny white spot 2mm from the end of the 6th (1st black) tail feather.

C|D3



R5/19

Black

Two tiny white spots on the bird’s cheek, just below the eye.

H6



R5/19

Black

Tiny white spot in the line of semi-circles that appear on the bird’s
folded wing.

H5



R5/20

Black

The right leg of the ‘n’ of ‘Fantail’ is short.

I2



R5/20

Green

Dark green spot between the two upper veins of the central large leaf.

J3

2 nd

tail feather, on the thick

G|H 5|6



R5/20

Black

Tiny white spot on the lower edge of the
black outline, left of centre.

G3



R5/20

Black

Tiny white spot in the 6th (1st black) tail feather, 4mm from the tip.

D3



R6/1

Brown

Tiny brown spot in the background on the right, 2mm from the 12 th
(last) tail feather, near the top.

E6



R6/1

Black

The ‘l’ of ‘Fantail’ is notably longer than the other letters. It is normally
lower than most, but this appears to be an extreme example.

I3



R6/3

Black

Tiny white spot on the back of the bird, just above the point where the
wing joins the body.

G5



R6/4

Black

Tiny white spot just behind the bird’s head.

H6



R6/4

Black

Further tiny white spot on the bird’s shoulder.

G6



R6/5

Black

Tiny black spot on the bird’s shoulder.

G5
2 nd



R6/5

Black

Tiny white spot just into the dark shading of the
tail feather, along
the middle of the dark edge of the top of the feather.

F2



R6/8

Brown

Tiny brown spot in the background on the right, midway between the
tip of the 12th tail feather and the right edge.

D6|7



R6/8

Black

Two tiny breaks in the lower edge of the 1st tail feather, either side of
the tip of the wing below.

G2-G3



R6/9

Black

Tiny orange spot on the front edge of the bird’s chest, just above the
stem of the right leaf.

I6



R6/9

Black

Tiny white spot 1.5mm from the top of the 7th (2nd black) tail feather,
on the left side.

C3



R6/11

Black

Small indent into the right side of the upright of the ‘4’ of the value,
alongside the middle of the ‘D’.

L2



R6/11

Black

Tiny white spot near the base of the 6th (1st black) tail feather.

F4

8th



R6/11

Black

Tiny white spot 2mm from the tip of the

tail feather.

D4



R6/13

Black

Tiny black spot in the background on the right, 2mm above the centre
of the bird’s body.

F6



R6/13

Green

Tiny grey spot as a full stop after the ‘S’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M3



R6/14

Black

Tiny black spot in the background on the right, 3mm from the tip of the
12 (last) tail feather.

D6



R6/14

Black

Smudge of black screen dots in the lower side of the 1 st tail feather,
just above the tip of the bird’s wing.

G3



R6/14

Black

Tiny white spot on the 6th (1st black) tail feather, 3mm from its tip, on
the right side.

D3



R6/15

Black

The lower right leg of the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’ is broken by
missing green screen dots.

M6



R6/15

Green

The left arm of the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’ is extremely weak, as is the foot of
the ‘E’ next to it.

M5



R6/15

Black

Orange spot on the black bib of the bird, just below the left end of the
lower white stripe.

I6



R6/15

Black

Break in the outline of the lower edge of the 1 st tail feather, just above
the tip of the folded wing.

G2|3



R6/15

Black

Tiny white spot at the tip of the 12th (last) tail feather.



R6/16

Black

The right leg of the ‘n’ of ‘Fantail’ is short.



R6/16

Black

There is a black spot on the lower outline of the 1st tail feather, 1.5mm
from the left end.

E5
I2
G1|2
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R6/17

Green

There is a green smudge into the background from the lowest
left edge of the central large leaf, appearing as three distinct
green spurs.



R6/17

Black

Light spot on the bird’s back, just before the base of the tail feathers.

G5



R6/18

Black

Tiny white spot 3mm from the end of the 9th tail feather.

D4



R6/19

Black

Tiny white spot on the 5th tail feather, near the lower end where the
feather becomes thinner, 7mm from the tip.

F4



R6/20

Black

Small bite out of the left edge of the 6th (1st black) tail feather,
1.5mm from the tip.

C3

*

*

*

*

*

K3-L3
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PLATING THE 1965 HEALTH MINIATURE SHEETS
Two miniature sheets were prepared for the 1965 Health issue, one for each denomination, 3d+1d
and 4d+1d. After the large size of the miniature sheets for 1964, that was surrounded by much
consternation from collectors, this year reverted back to the ‘normal’ 6 unit miniature sheet, arranged in 2
rows of 3 stamps.
Individual stamps from main and miniature sheet cannot be differentiated. Print characteristics are
identical between the two sources. But there are fly speck varieties plentiful to help differentiate
between, not only each miniature sheet, but also individual stamps on those miniature sheets.
The Post Office did not advertise the number of miniature sheets present on the master sheet, but
close examination of bulk supplies suggests that there are five miniature sheets that have identifiable
differences between each other. It is known that the Post Office prepared and issued bundles of 1000
miniature sheets, originating from the same master sheet position that must have caused frustration from
collectors when the issue was current.
Five miniature sheets for each denomination is an
odd number, not lending itself to a regular master
sheet format. However, looking at the perforations for
the miniature sheets, it is noted that one miniature
sheet, of the five, does not have the right selvedge
perforated through (as shown earlier), whereas the
remaining four do have the right selvedge perforated
through. For this to occur, one
must conclude that the five
miniature sheets were printed
in a single row, with the
miniature sheet with right
selvedge not perforated being
on the right end of that row,
others placed to the left of it.
It is not until reading the
instruction from the Post Office
to the printers that sense of this
can be made.
The Post Office gave
Two different
instruction that each value
miniature sheets for
the 4d+1d stamp with
should be produced as a
and without right
composite of the main and
selvedge perforated
miniature sheets.
From the
through.
perforations noted in main and
miniature sheet, it is suggested
that the composite sheet would
have the format as shown in the diagram on the next page. This would allow a single comb perforation
machine to start at the top of the composite sheet, with no perforations in the top selvedge, and work
downwards towards the bottom of the composite sheet. The gap between miniature sheet and main
sheet would need to be of stamp size to facilitate the step mechanism of the perforating head. The
miniature sheet and main sheets would be separated and trimmed prior to issue.
An elegant solution perhaps, that would account for the perforation characteristics seen in the main
sheet and the two forms of miniature sheet, and the outcome that fly speck varieties account for only five
different miniature sheet per denomination (where in previous years there has been up to 16 different
miniature sheets).
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It is likely that the composite sheet is trimmed along these lines.
See the next section to determine how to identify the plating positions of MS#1 through to MS#5 on
the composite plate.
It is a relatively straightforward exercise to plate the individual sheets from the 1965 Health issue.
There are enough distinguishing marks to differentiate each miniature sheet from its neighbour. Although
the 'distinguishing marks' and varieties may not be that spectacular, the use of a small magnifying glass
will make the process much easier. In a plating exercise, the order of the miniature sheets in the
composite sheet cannot be determined accurately,
with only one sheet having its position guaranteed (by
reference to the perforations).
For identification
purposes in this research, the miniature sheet
positions have been identified and labelled as in the
diagram opposite.
This document attempts to illustrate those
differentiating marks for each sheet, by showing the
miniature sheet (at the centre of the page) and
displaying the identified varieties around it by way of a
small picture and description of the variety. In some
cases the picture may show a number of what may be
considered differentiating marks (especially spots),
please use those circled to link correctly the
illustration to the text.
The author has chosen the miniature sheet without perforations in the right selvedge to be MS#1,
although it appears at the right end of the row of miniature sheets. The remaining four miniature sheet
positions are ordered from right to left. As author of this work I have had to choose the order that best
suits this research, and it seem appropriate to deal with the ‘odd’ miniature sheet first. You may wish to
alter the labelling for your own collection.
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The position of the six stamps on the miniature sheet as used here is
referenced via the normal row/column format.
As said, it is a relatively straightforward exercise to plate the miniature
sheets. Although there are few notable varieties seen in this issue, there
are many fly speck varieties that enable a differentiation to be made to
identify each individual sheet from others. Indeed there are sufficient fly
speck varieties that affect the wording in the top and lower selvedges of the
miniature sheet, to undergo a plating exercise with this part of the sheet
alone. This research will show all varieties found in all three areas of the
miniature sheet; top lettering ‘MINIATURE SHEET value’; the stamps themselves; and the imprint.
To plate an individual miniature sheet first look to the perforations in the right selvedge, if not
perforated through, this is MS#1. Then look for varieties found in the sheet value and imprint to identify
MS#2 to MS#5. There is no need to progress beyond this, as each miniature sheet can be recognised by
these two steps alone, albeit with the aid of a reasonable magnifying glass.

*

*

*

*

*

Positioning of the Five Miniature Sheets.
The fly speck varieties may be able to differentiate between each miniature sheet, but there needs to
be a mechanism to determine the order of miniature sheets 2 through 5. The perforations dictated the
positioning of the main and miniature sheets in the larger composite sheet, and once again we can look
to the perforations to place individual miniature sheets into their correct position in that composite sheet.
All comb perforating heads will have some form of small anomaly, a bent perf pin, wide or narrow
gaps, or a pin out of alignment. We can use these characteristics to position miniature sheet 2 through
miniature sheet 5.
Unlike the 1962 Health stamps, where one could use the perforation anomalies to plate the miniature
sheets, the characteristics here are tiny by comparison, but variations nonetheless.
As a reminder, the make-up of the composite master sheet has the five miniature sheets arranged
horizontally above the main sheet, aligned to the right. The single comb perforating machine started in
the top row (of miniature sheets) and stepped, row by row, downwards through the miniature sheets and
into the main sheet, exiting the composite sheet through the bottom selvedge of the main sheet.
Any variation of the perf pin layout, usually a pin out of alignment, will therefore be repeated in each
row, each step of the comb head, leaving the misplaced perf pin hole visible in the same column in each
row.
Looking for these perforation varieties on the main sheet, and noting the column in which the perf
variety is found, it is possible to locate the same perf variety in a miniature sheet, positioning the
miniature sheet to that column in the composite sheet. Thus it is possible to find its correct position
amongst the five miniature sheets. There are sufficient perforation varieties, albeit very small, to be able
to locate and position each miniature sheet, for each denomination, by reference to perf varieties found
on the main sheet.
This section describes the characteristics to look for to position the five miniature sheets into their
original sequence on composite sheet. This research has them listed in the correct order, so this step is
not actually necessary for the collector, but is included for completeness.
By examination, the same perforating head was used in the production of both the 3d+1d and 4d+1d
stamps. having said that, the tolerances of the 3d+1d stamp are much tighter than those of the 4d+1d,
and as such it is likely that the 3d+1d stamps were perforated first, with the perf head wearing slightly by
the time the 4d+1d stamps were perforated.
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3d+1d Miniature sheet 1, positioned above columns 18, 19 and 20.

This miniature sheet should be
readily identifiable. The right
selvedge is not perforated through
and therefore fits into its position in
the plating without cause to view any
further detail.
The lowest perf hole in the vertical
perfs between columns 2 and 3 is
high and biased to the right.

3d+1d Miniature sheet 2, positioned above columns 14, 15 and 16.

The 9th perf hole of the horizontal
perfs in column 2, above the ‘A’ of
‘ZEAL’, is biased high.

The 7th perf hole from the bottom of
the vertical perfs between columns 2
and 3, is biased towards the right.

The 7th perf hole in the horizontal
row of column 3, above the ‘Z’ of
‘ZEAL’, is raised slightly.
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3d+1d Miniature sheet 3, positioned above columns 10. 11 and 12.

The vertical perfs between columns
1 and 2 is angled slightly left, and
repositions itself at the next strike.

The three perf holes right of the
bird’s head are biased to the right.
The holes above and below return to
normal.

3d+1d Miniature sheet 4, positioned above columns 6, 7 and 8.

The 8th and 9th perf holes
on the left side of column
1 are close together.

The 5th perf hole in the
vertical perfs between
columns 1 and 2, top left
of ‘1956’, is biased to the
right.

The 7th perf pin in the
vertical perfs between
columns 1 and 2, bottom
left of ‘1965’, is biased
high, with narrow gap
above, wide below.

The 5th perf hole in the
horizontal row of perfs,
above the ‘W’ is biased
slightly down.
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3d+1d Miniature sheet 5, positioned above columns 2, 3 and 4.

The 6th hole in the perforations left of
the first column, is biased slightly
right.

The lowest perf in the vertical perfs
between columns 2 and 3, is biased
slightly right.

The 2nd perf in the vertical perfs
between columns 2 and 3, is biased
slightly right.

4d+1d Miniature sheet 1, positioned above columns 18, 19 and 20.

This miniature sheet should be
readily identifiable. The right
selvedge is not perforated through
and therefore fits into its position in
the plating without cause to view any
further detail.
The 3rd perf hole in the vertical perfs
between columns 1 and 2, by the
foot of the ‘N’, is biased right.

The 9th perf hole, above the ‘ZE’, in
column 2, is raised slightly and
biased left.
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4d+1d Miniature sheet 2, positioned above columns 14, 15 and 16.

The 3rd perf hole in the horizontal
perfs in the left selvedge, left of
column 1, is biased slightly up.

The perf pin between the tips of the
1st and 2nd tail feathers is biased
slightly up, with a narrow gap above,
wide below.

4d+1d Miniature sheet 3, positioned above columns 10, 11 and 12.

The 2nd perf hole in the vertical perfs
between columns 1 and 2, is biased
left.

The perf pin pointed to by the tip of
the 1st tail feather in the vertical perfs
between columns 1 and 2, is biased
slightly low, with a wide gap above,
narrow below.

The perf pin between the 1st and 2nd
tail feathers in the vertical perfs
between columns 2 and 3, is biased
slightly right.

1964 Health Plating - PLATING THE 1965 HEALTH MINIATURE SHEETS

4d+1d Miniature sheet 4, positioned above columns 6, 7 and 8.

The 5th perf hole, above the ‘W’ of
‘NEW’, in the horizontal perfs in
column 1, is biased slightly top right.

The 4th perf hole, above the ‘EW’ of
‘NEW’ in the horizontal perfs in
column 2, is biased slightly low.

4d+1d Miniature sheet 5, positioned above columns 2, 3 and 4.

The last perf hole of the vertical
perfs left of column 1, is biased
slightly right.

The 7th perf hole, above the ‘W Z’, in
the horizontal perfs in column 2, is
biased slightly high.

The 5th and 6th perf holes in the
horizontal perfs in column 2, are
both biased slightly low.
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet, Errors and Varieties

Partial double perfs


Watermark inverted

Examples with watermark inverted are scarce.



Partial double perfs

Miniature Sheet shows two strikes of the vertical perf heads in the top
selvedge, clear of the stamps. Extends some 4 to 7 holes.
*

*

*

*

£40

2005

*

Constant (Multipositive) Varieties
There are few multipositive flaws found on miniature sheets (and main sheets as they are derived from
the same source) and are illustrated below. Do not use these to identify and help plate miniature sheets,
as they are common, albeit the strength of them does vary across the printing.

White spot below the first ‘K’ of
‘Kaka’.

White spot in the background left of
the left wing, close to the left edge.



Grey

Tiny white spot below the ‘K’ of ‘Kaka’.

K5



Grey

White spot 2mm from the left edge, level with the centre of the left wing.

E1
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet, Errors and Varieties

Miscut (2)
Miscut (1)
Miscut (2)



Major guillotining error of the miniature sheet has been reported with
the stamps from the last column bisected. Two variants of this error
exist; the first shows an additional ‘blank’ stamp appearing on the left;
the second variant has ‘half stamp’ on the left from the portion cut
from the right.
*

*

*

*

$1500

2017

*

Constant (Multipositive) Varieties
Both main sheet and miniature sheet stamps were printed from a common master, and it is not
unreasonable to see the same multipositive varieties occur here on the miniature sheet.

Constant spots on the tail feathers

Black spot just below the centre of
the large central leaf.



Black

There are three black spots on the 3rd, 5th and 9th tail feathers, roughly
at their centre. The visibility of these spots varies across examples,
with some not showing them at all, others with pronounced spots.
The majority of examples show these constant spots in some form.



Black

Extraneous black spot near the centre of the large central leaf, does
not appear to be part of the design.

E2, E3,
D4|5
J6
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet, Sheet Value and Imprint Varieties
Many of the 3d+1d miniature sheets show unique fly-speck
varieties that will identify them under magnification, and
differentiate them from its neighbour. However these tend to
be extremely small and often difficult to see, especially the
long scratches that affect the grey colour.
Grey is not a good colour in which to identify small varieties,
where white spots will tend to merge into the background
and grey spots become blurred.
However it is possible to plate the miniature sheets by
reference to the varieties found on the wording in the top and
lower selvedges alone, and it is useful to illustrate these to
aid the plating process. The next few pages illustrate the
differences in Sheet Value and Imprint wording that makes
this plating possible.
Care needs to be exercised when using the ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’
to identify the sheet number, as this letter is referenced in
each of the miniature sheets. The lower right side of this
letter has some form of ‘bite’ out of it, all in very close
proximity, so use other varieties found on that miniature
sheet to confirm.

This section reviews the varieties seen in
the wording of the sheet value and imprint.

Miniature Sheet #1

The first ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’
has a white patch at
lower left corner.

The ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’
has a white patch near
the top of the left side.
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Miniature Sheet #2

Bite out of the left leg
of the ‘A’ of
‘HARRISON’ just
below the bar.

The lower arm of the
2nd ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’ is
broken.

The foot of the ‘T’ of
‘SHEET’ is broken and
shortened.

Red spot below the ‘L’
of ‘LTD’ that varies in
intensity.

Nick out of the top of
the right arm of the 1st
‘N’ of ‘LONDON’.

Near break in the ‘D’ of
‘LONDON’ by bites out
of both sides at lower
right.

Miniature Sheet #3
Small indent into the
foot of the first ‘I’ of
‘MINIATURE’.

White spot in the lower
left leg of the ‘N’ of
‘HARRISON’.

Indent into the
underside of the right
arm of the ‘T’ of
‘POSTAGE’.

Indent into the lower
right of the ‘D’ of
‘LONDON’.
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Miniature Sheet #4
There is a bite out of
the lower left edge of
the 2nd ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’.

White spot at the top
of the right leg of the
‘N’ of ‘HARRISON’.

The foot of the ‘T’ of
‘SHEET’ is slanting
and shortened.

Bite out of the lower
left leg of the 1st ‘N’ of
‘LONDON’.

Bite out of the lower
outside rim of the ‘D’ of
‘LONDON’.

Miniature Sheet #5
Small indent into the
inner edge of the ‘U’ of
‘MINIATURE’.

Indent into the lower
left leg of the ‘H’ of
‘SHEET’.

Two small indents in
the ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’.
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet, Sheet Value and
Imprint Varieties
As seen with the 3d+1d, the miniature sheets can be plated
solely by reference to the varieties seen in the wording that
appears in the top and bottom selvedges.
With the 4d+1d miniature sheets, the wording is black and
therefore illustrates the fly-speck varieties well.
A tight comparison of the wording is shown later in this
research, and illustrates the varying length of both the ‘Sheet
Value’ wording and ‘Imprint’ wording that is not immediately
shown in the diagrams that follow. Whilst the dimensions of
the wording of the 3d+1d sheets is relative uniform, that of
the 4d+1d sheets does show variance, with sheet #3 having
the wording longer than others, and sheet #5 the shortest.
These lengths are interesting but are not the only
differentiator that can be used in the plating.
This section reviews the varieties seen in
the wording of the sheet value and imprint.

Miniature Sheet #1
Tiny white spot near
the foot of the left leg
of ‘M’ of ‘MINIATURE’.

The horizontal bar of
the ‘H’ of ‘HARRISON’
is thinned.

Indent into the inside
edge of the right arm
of the ‘N’.

Tiny white spot at the
top of the right arm of
the ‘H’ of ‘SHEET’.

Indent into the top
edge of middle bar of
the 1st ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’.
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Miniature Sheet #2

Bite out of the left side
of the 1st ‘I’ of
‘MINIATURE’ near top.

Weakness in the ‘U’ of
‘MINIATURE’ on the
lower right side.

The ‘N’ of
‘HARRISON’ has a
bulbous foot on right.

There are white spots
either side of the bar of
the ‘H’ of ‘SHEET’.

Tiny white spot at the
right end of the foot of
‘L’ of ‘LTD’.

There is a curved spur
from the 2nd ‘E’ of
‘SHEET’ and a white
spot in the ‘T’.

Bite out of the right
arm of the 1st ‘N’ of
‘LONDON’ and black
spot between the feet.

White spot at the top
of the circle of the ‘6’
of the sheet value.

The 2nd ‘O’ and ‘N’ of
‘LONDON’ are shaved
at the foot.

Miniature Sheet #3
Indent into the top of
the left arm of the ‘M’
of ‘MINIATURE’.

Tiny white spot near
the top of the 1st ‘I’ of
‘MINIATURE’.

Tiny white spot at the
left end of the ‘T’ of
‘MINIATURE’.

The ‘I’ of ‘HARRISON’
has an indent to the
top of the left side.

The bottom left of the
‘O’ of ‘HARRISON’ is
thinned.

Tiny black spot top
right of the ‘N’ of
‘HARRISON’.

The top of the ‘S’ of
‘SHEET’ is flattened.

The top of the last ‘N’
of ‘LONDON’ is short.

The top of the ‘2’ of the
value is shaved and
flat.
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Miniature Sheet #4
Three white spots in
the ‘v’ of the ‘M’ of
‘MINIATURE’.

Bite out of the lower
right side of the 2nd ‘I’
of ‘MINIATURE’.

Spur from the top of
the right arm of the ‘U’
of ‘MINIATURE’.

Multiple white spots in
the 2nd ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’.

If the selvedge if wide
enough, brown spot in
the bottom left corner.

Tiny white spot just left
of centre of the ‘T’ of
‘MINIATURE’.

Bite out of the top right
arm of the ‘H’ of
‘SHEET’.

White spot in the top of
the ‘T’ of ‘SHEET’ on
the left side.

Black spot right of the
‘2’ of the sheet value.

Miniature Sheet #5
Tiny white spot at the
base of the ‘S’ of
‘SHEET’.

Disturbance at the
base of the ‘6’ of the
value

Bite out of the lower
right side of the ‘D’ of
‘LONDON’.
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 1
MINIATURE SHEET 3d+1d
M/S #1
This miniature sheet can be identified by the perforations alone. It is the only
miniature sheet that does not have the right selvedge perforated through, being
positioned on the right of the strip of five miniature sheets.
There are a number of small varieties that can identify this sheet (but none are
needed). On the stamp at row 1/2 there is a prominent grey spot to be seen
above the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’. On row 2/2 there is an interesting variety in the form of a
concave semi-circular scratch between the date ‘1965’ and the top of the left
wing. This is not easy to see as the scratch is thin and broken, and thereby may
be overlooked. There are also white spots seen on the stamps at row 1/3 and
row 2/3.


MS

Grey

Small indent into the foot of the first ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’ on the left side.

-



Imprint

Grey

Indent into the left side of the ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’ at the centre.

-



R1/1

Grey

Light grey patch to the right of the top of the leading edge of the right
wing.



R1/2

Grey

Prominent grey spot above the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’, close to the top
edge.

A4



R1/2

Grey

Light grey spot in the background at bottom right, above the last ‘H’ of
‘HEALTH’, 1.5mm top left of the ‘1’ of the value.

K6



R1/2

Grey

Tiny white spot close to the lower edge, below the ‘1’ of the value.

M6



R1/2

Grey

White spot bottom left of the right end of the branch.

K4



R1/3

Grey

Tiny white spot on the right edge of the stamp, level with the top of the
‘D’ of ‘LAND’.

A7



R1/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot midway between the leading edge of the right wing and
the right edge.

E7



R1/3

Grey

Grey patch in the background 2mm above the left end of the ‘3’ of the
value.

K1



R1/3

Grey

Group of three white spots in the background on the left, midway
between the left edge and the bulge in the lower part of the left
wing.

F1



R2/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot adjacent to the bend on the leading edge of the right
wing.

E6



R2/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot midway between the bird’s head and right edge.

G7



R2/2

Grey

Semi-circular scratch in the background at top left, commencing
just below the ‘5’ of ‘1965’ finishing in an inverted arc some 3mm
further right. The scratch leaves the background with an
irregular white line interspersed with tiny grey spots. Could be
difficult to see without magnification.



R2/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot midway between the beak and the right edge.



R2/3

Grey

Tiny white spot as a full stop after the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’.
2 nd

and

3rd



R2/3

Brown

Tiny brown spot between the tips of the
right wing.

feathers of the



R2/3

Grey

Tiny white spot just left of the ‘K’ of ‘Kaka’.



R2/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the left margin, 3mm above the ‘3’ of the value.

R2/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot 3mm top right of the ‘D’ of



R2/3

Grey

White spot 2mm left of the lower bulge in the left wing.

*

*

*

C|D7

C2-C3







I7
B2
C6
K5



*



‘3D’.

J|K0
J2

*

F2
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 1 Map

R1/1 white patch in
front of the top wing

R1/2 Prominent grey
spot over ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’.

R1/2 White spot near
the lower edge below
the ‘1D’.

R1/3 Group of 3 white
spots left of the left
wing.

R1/3 White spot on the
right edge, right of the
‘D’ of ‘LAND’.

R1/2 White spot
bottom left of the end
of the branch.

R1/3 Grey patch
above the left end of
the ‘3’ of the value.

R2/2 Inverted semicircular scratch bottom
right of ‘1965’.

R2/3 Brown spots at
the tips of the feathers
on the right wing.

R2/1 Tiny grey spot
just right of the joint of
the right wing.

R2/3 White spot left of
the lower bulge of the
left wing.

R2/1 Tiny grey spot
top right of the bird’s
head.

R2/2 Tiny grey spot
between the beak and
the right edge.

*

R2/3 Tiny grey spot in
the margin top left of
the ‘3’ of the value.

*

*

*

R2/3 Tiny grey spot
top right of the ‘3D’.

*

R2/3 White spot left of
‘Kaka’.
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 2
MINIATURE SHEET 3d+1d
M/S #2
Look to the word ‘SHEET’ in the top selvedge where both letters of ‘ET’ at the
end of the word are affected. The ‘E’ has a major break along its lower foot,
whilst the ‘T’ has its foot shortened. Both perhaps are malformed by the same
cause.
On the stamps themselves, look for the green patch on the left wing of the stamp
at row 1/3, where the brown colour is missing at that point. Also, affecting the
stamp at row 2/3 is a long vertical grey band through the entire length of the
stamp from between the ‘W’ and ‘Z’ through to the ‘S’ of ‘POSTAGE’.


MS

Grey

There is an extensive bite out of the foot of the 2 nd ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’
that almost separates the lower arm into two.

-





MS

Grey

The foot of the ‘T’ of ‘SHEET’ is shorter than normal, perhaps
affected by the same cause as the malformed ‘E’ next to it.

-





Imprint

Grey

Bite out of the left edge of the ‘A’ of ‘HARRISON’, just below centre.

-



Imprint

Red

Red spot under the ‘L’ of ‘LTD’, but does vary in intensity between
examples seen.

-



Imprint

Grey

Tiny white spot at the top of the right arm of the first ‘N’ of ‘LONDON’.

-



Imprint

Grey

There is a very thin break in the ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’ at bottom right,
caused by bites on both sides of the letter at the same point.

-



R1/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm below the beak, into the background.



R1/1

Grey

Two tiny grey spots in the top right corner of the stamp, arranged
vertically.



R1/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background at top left, 1.5mm top left of the tip of
the left wing.

C2



R1/2

Red

Red spot in the background on the left side, 4mm left of the centre of
the left wing, 1.5mm short of the left frame.

E1



R1/2

Grey

Tiny white spot against the left frame, level with the central nose of
the ‘3’ of the value.

L1



R1/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot 2mm bottom left of the bird’s left claw, and a further
grey spot in the background 2.5mm bottom right of the original spot.



R1/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background right of the branch, 2mm top right of
the bird’s right claw.

I5



R1/3

Brown

Green patch on the left wing, on the upper edge of the lower
bulge, where the brown colour is missing.

F3



R2/1

Grey

Tiny white spot above the right arm of the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’, midway to the
top edge of the stamp.



R2/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm left of the top edge of the left wing.



R2/2

Red

Tiny red spot to the right of the centre of the

‘1 D’.

I6
A7|8

J3, K3

A6|7
D2
L7



R2/2

Grey

Broken line in the lower frame, below the dot and

‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.

M4|5



R2/2

Grey

Faint grey curve 2mm long in the background on the left, left of the
centre of the left wing, almost following the vertical outline of the edge
of the wing.

D2-E2



R2/3

Brown

Tiny white spot in the upper right arm of the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’.



R2/3

Grey

Vertical smudged, grey band through the entire length of the
stamp, through the ‘S’ of ‘POSTAGE’, just left of the bird’s claw,
to exit the stamp between the ‘W’ and ‘Z’. This band appears as
a blurred column of darker coloured background, being more
prominent below the bird. There is a continuation of this band
into the stamp at row 1/3, but is too very faint to list as a variety
in itself. Although this appears as a doctor blade line, it is
constant on all sheets seen.

*

*

*

*

*



1 st

L|M3
A3-M3
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 2 Map

R1/2 Red spot in the
background left of the
left wing.

R1/1 Two tiny grey
spots in the top right
corner.

R1/2 Tiny grey spot
above the tip of the left
wing.

R1/2 Two tiny grey
spots left of the claws
of the bird.

R1/2 Grey spot in the
background right of the
bird’s legs.

R1/1 Tiny grey spot in
the background below
the beak.

R1/3 Green patch on
the lower left wing,
missing the brown.

R2/1 Tiny white spot
above the right leg of
the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’.

R1/2 Tiny white spot
against the left edge,
opposite the ‘3’.

R2/1 Grey spot left of
the tip of the left wing.

R2/2 Faint curved line
left of the left wing,
following its outline.

R2/2 Faint broken grey
line below the 1st ‘H’ of
‘HEALTH’.

*

R2/2 Red spot in the
background right of the
centre of the ‘1D’.

*

*

*

R2/3 Tiny white spot in
the right arm of the ‘A’
of ‘POSTAGE’.

*

R2/3 Long grey band
through the stamp
from ‘W Z’ at the top to
‘S’ of ‘POSTAGE at
the bottom.
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 3
MINIATURE SHEET 3d+1d
M/S #3
This sheet shows a pair of long, vertical, white scratches down the entire length
of the stamp at row 1/2. To see this scratch needs a good magnifying glass,
good light, and viewing with the stamp sideways (this helps). Both these fine
scratches start in the ‘NEW’ and travel downwards through the ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’.
Whilst not the best of scratches regards visibility, they make up for it in length.
There is a second scratch to be seen here affecting row 2/3 where it joins the ‘A’
of ‘HEALTH’ to the margin.
Also look for the large yellow spot in the background of the stamp at row 1/1 left
of the left wing midway to the left edge of the stamp.


MS

Grey

Small indent into the base of the first ‘I’ of ‘MINIATURE’.

-



Imprint

Grey

Tiny white spot at the base of the left leg of the ‘N’ of
‘HARRISON’.

-



Imprint

Grey

Small indent into the lower edge of the top bar of the ‘T’ of ‘LTD’.

-



Imprint

Grey

Small indent into the ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’, at the bottom right outer edge.

-



R1/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the top margin above the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

-A2



R1/1

Yellow

Large yellow spot in the background on the left, midway between
the left frame and the centre of the left edge of the left wing.

E2





R1/2

Grey

There is a long, thin, wedge shaped scratch through the entire
length of the stamp, and finishing at the top of the stamp at row
2/2. Two long, white, vertical lines are seen affecting the grey
background, one travelling through the centre of the ‘E’ of
‘NEW’, and another through the centre of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’. They
continue to travel down the stamp, through the bird’s tail,
through the ‘D’ of the value and through the ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’
where, at the bottom of the stamp, they almost converge. What
makes these constant scratches interesting is that when viewed
with the stamp upright they are almost hidden, whilst turning the
stamp sideways, they show more strongly. An optical illusion
perhaps.

A2-M2





R1/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background, 3mm below the ‘9’ of ‘1965’.

D1



R1/3

Grey

Small grey smudge in front of the tip of the right wing, midway to the
right frame. This is as a spot defused into the background.

C7



R2/1

Red

Small spur into the top circle of the ‘9’ of ‘1965’.

R2/1

Grey

White spot just left of the



R2/2

Red

Tiny white spot on the rim of the circle of the ‘6’ of ‘1965’, at the
bottom right side.



R2/2

Red

There is a faint, but constant, smudge of red colour vertically
alongside the right of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’, to the bottom right of the
‘9’ of ‘1965’, finishing just below the date where it is most
prominent.

A1|2-C1|2





R2/2

Grey

Continuation of the scratch that started in the stamp at row 1/2,
noticeable just into the top margin between the ‘E’ and ‘W’ of
‘NEW’, travelling through the ‘5’ of ‘1965’, becoming lost in the
background just below the date.

A2-C2





R2/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background in the left, 4.5mm below the ‘1’ of
‘1965’, 1mm from the left frame.

D1



R2/3

Grey

Curved grey line, fine and thin, joining the right foot of the ‘A’ of
‘HEALTH’ to the lower frame, below the ‘E’.

M5

*

flight feather, below the ‘LA’ of ‘LAND’.

B|C1



*

4th



*

*

*

C5
C2
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 3 Map

R1/1 Tiny grey spot in
the top margin above
the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

R1/1 Large yellow spot
in the background left
of the left wing.

R1/2 Tiny grey spot
3mm below the ‘9’ of
‘1965’.

R1/3 grey spot in front
of the 1st flight feather
at top of the right wing.

R1/2 Long grey
scratches from ‘NEW’
to ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

R2/2 Long red smudge
right of the ‘N’ of
‘NEW’ to base of ‘9’

R2/1 Small spur from
inner edge of the circle
of the ‘9’ of ‘1965’.

R2/2 indent into the
outer edge of the oval
of the ‘6’ of ‘1965’.

R2/1 Tiny grey spot
below the ‘LA’ of
‘LAND’, and left of the
4th flight feather.

*

R2/2 Tiny grey spot
near the left edge,
opposite the top half of
the left wing.

*

*

*

R2/3 Curved grey line
below the ‘A’ of
‘HEALTH’ to the lower
edge of the stamp.

*
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 4
MINIATURE SHEET 3d+1d
M/S #4
There are few notable varieties that will readily identify this sheet. Look to the
varieties found in the ‘MINIATURE SHEET’ to give the initial view, then look to
the fly-speck varieties found on the stamps to confirm.
There is an interesting variety found on the stamp at row 2/2, where a near
vertical wavy line is seen (under magnification) running alongside the ‘N’ of
‘NEW’, that ends in two tiny grey spots just left of the right arm of the letter. The
spots are quite visible as varieties alone, but the wavy line upwards from them is
constant. Look to the ‘1’ of the value at bottom right, where there is a bite out of
the lower right edge of the number. Small but noticeable.


MS

Grey

Bite out of the left side of the lower leg of the second ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’,
between the middle and lower arms.

-



MS

Grey

The foot of the ‘T’ of ‘SHEET’ is slanted to a point on the right
side.

-



Imprint

Grey

White spot at the top of the right leg of the ‘N’ of ‘HARRISON’.

-



Imprint

Grey

Small bite out of the left leg of the 1st ‘N’ of ‘LONDON’ on the lower
left side.

-



Imprint

Grey

Tiny white spot on the lower rim of the ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’, similar to
sheet 3, but further clockwise around the rim.

-



R1/2

Grey

Small blemish under the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’, in the shape of an ‘x’, faint and
blurred.



R2/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot just right of the right leg of the bird.



R2/1

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background, in line with the bird’s eye, 3mm right
of the head, 1mm short of the right frame.



R2/2

Grey

Wavy grey line roughly vertical, just protruding from the top
frame between the ‘N’ and ‘D’ of ‘LAND’, moving jaggedly to
follow the right arm of the ‘N’ to finish about half way down the
right arm.



R2/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the right frame level with the bulge in the right wing.
It is close to the perforations so that in some examples it may be cut
off.



R2/3

Grey

Tiny white spot close to the right frame, level with the centre of the
upper part of the right wing.



R2/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot on the right edge of the stamp, level with the centre of
the bird’s beak.



R2/3

Red

Bite out of the right edge of the ‘1’ of the value, 1mm from the
foot of the number.

*

*

*

*

*



B4
I4
G|H7
A6-A7



F8
E7|8
H8
L|M7
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 4 Map

R1/2 Small blemish
under the ‘E’ of ‘ZEAL’,
in the shape of an ‘x’.

R2/2 wavy vertical
grey line in and above
the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’.

R2/3 Tiny white spot
close to the right edge,
close to flight feathers.

R2/1 Tiny grey spot in
the background right of
the bird’s eye.

R2/3 Grey spot in the
right margin, opposite
the bend in the wing.

R2/1 Tiny grey spot
next to the bird’s right
foot.

R2/3 Tiny grey spot on
the right edge level
with the beak.

R2/3 Bite out of the
right side of the ‘1’ of
the value.

*

*

*

*

*
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 5
MINIATURE SHEET 3d+1d
M/S #5
There are two small varieties on this sheet that have a very similar appearance.
The stamp at row 1/2 has a grey spot left of the left wing, midway to the left edge
of the stamp. The spot here is not the usual tiny grey spot but resembles more a
bullseye flaw, having a dark centre surrounded by a lighter border. The stamp at
row 2/1 also has a grey spot with these characteristics, again, left of the left wing.
Some examples of this sheet also demonstrate vertical brown doctor blade lines
that run through the left wing only, not the background above or below. The
doctor blade lines are regular, 1mm apart and are seen on some examples on
stamps at row 1/3 and 2/3.


MS

Grey

Small indent into the inner edge of the base of the ‘U’ of
‘MINIATURE’, on the right end of the curve.

-



MS

Grey

Small indent into the lower left leg of the ‘H’ of ‘SHEET’ on the
inner, right, edge.

-



Imprint

Grey

There are two small indents into the ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’, one either side
of the curve at bottom right, just before the point where the letter
flattens out at the bottom.

-



R1/1

Grey

Disturbance in the background on the right, 1mm from the right
edge, level with the bend in the right wing. The disturbance
takes the form of two white patches with grey centres.



R1/1

Grey

Grey spot in the background, 1mm left of the top of the bird’s tail.

Grey

4th



R1/1

Tiny white spot at the tip of the

flight feather, from the right.



I2
C5|6



R1/2

Grey

Tiny white spot between the ‘D’ of ‘LAND’ and the tip of the
feather.



R1/2

Grey

Short grey spot in the background, 1mm above the large ‘K’ of ‘Kaka’.

J5



R1/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the left margin, level with the centre of the ‘3’ of the
value.

L0



R1/2

Grey

Grey disturbance in the background left of the left wing, midway
between the left frame line and the centre of the left edge of the
wing. The disturbance is a grey centre surrounded by a white,
elongated, patch.

E|F 1|2



R1/3

Grey

Grey spot at the top edge of the stamp, above the ‘LA’ of’ LAND’.

A5|6



R1/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot 1.5mm right of ‘1965’.

B|C2



R1/3

Yellow

Tiny yellow spot just above the tip of the left wing.

C3



R1/3

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background at top left, 2mm left of the tip of the
left wing at the top.

D2



R1/3

Brown

Some sheets show fine, vertical, doctor blade lines running
through the left wing, 1mm apart, only affecting the wing itself,
not the background. These are transient, but this type of variety
is also seen on sheet stamps being affected in the same manner.

-





R2/1

Grey

Grey spot 1.5mm from the left edge of the left wing, level with the
lower indentation of the wings edge. Once again, the variety is a
white area with a dark centre, not unlike a bullseye flaw.

F2





R2/2

Grey

Tiny grey spot in the background on the right, 2mm from the right
frame line 6mm above the centre of the ‘1’ of the value.

I7



R2/3

Grey

Tiny white spot 1mm from the left frame line, level with the base of the
left wing.



R2/3

Brown

If row 1/3 was affected by red doctor blade lines through the left
wing, this stamp will show the same characteristics.

*

*

*

*

*

1 st

E7



flight

B7



G1
-
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3d+1d Miniature Sheet 5 Map

R1/1 Tiny white spot at
the tip of the 4th flight
feather.

R1/2 Disturbance in
the background on left,
midway to left edge.

R1/2 Tiny white spot
bottom right of the ‘D’
of ‘LAND’.

R1/3 Tiny grey spot
right of the ‘5’ of
‘1965’.

R1/3, R2/3 Vertical
lines through the left
wing – transient.

R1/1 Grey spot near
the right edge, by
centre of right wing.

R1/3 Tiny grey spot at
the top edge above the
‘LA’ of ‘LAND’.

R1/1 Tiny grey spot
just to the left of the
top of the tail.

R1/3 Yellow spot in the
background above the
left wing.

R1/3 Tiny grey spot
2mm left of the top of
the left wing.

R2/1 Grey spot in the
background, left of the
middle of the left wing.

R1/2 Tiny grey spot in
the left margin, bottom
left of the centre of the
‘3’ of the value.

*

R1/2 Grey smudge
over the large ‘K’ of
‘Kaka’.

*

*

*

R2/2 Grey spot bottom
right of the beak.

*

R2/3 Tiny white spot
near the left edge,
level with the base of
the left wing.
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 1
MINIATURE SHEET 4d+1d
M/S #1
There are many small black and white spots that affect this stamp, only the most
prominent ones have been described here. The spots that affect the design of
the image itself are rather nondescript and have no merit other than to be used to
confirm the plate position. Those spots and bites that affect lettering are useful
as they are more apparent than others. Look to the ‘N’ and ‘W’ of the stamp at
row 1/1 where they both have bites out of their left arms/legs. Similarly, the
stamp at row 1/3 has the left leg of the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’ almost cut through, and a
hole in the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’ the latter affecting the green colour. Interestingly,
the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’ on the stamp at row 2/3 has no less than three small white spots
at its centre.


MS

Black

Tiny white spot near the foot of the left leg of the ‘M’ of ‘MINIATURE’.

-



MS

Black

Indent into the left side of the right leg of the ‘N’ of ‘MINIATURE’, the
left leg also shows an indent to the outside edge similar to this, albeit
smaller.

-



MS

Black

Tiny white spot at the top of the right arm of the ‘H’ of ‘SHEET’.

-



MS

Black

Tiny white spot at the left end of the middle bar of the
‘SHEET’.



Imprint

Black

The horizontal bar of the ‘H’ of ‘HARRISON’ is thinned.



R1/1

Black

There is a weakness in the left side of the right leg of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW,
that appears as a grey indent.

B1



R1/1

Black

Similar weakness to the left arm of the left arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

B2



R1/1

Black

Tiny white spot on the head of the bird.



R1/1

Black

Tiny black spot below the edge of the

‘E’ of

tail feather.

R1/1

Black

Tiny black spot at the tip of the

tail feather.



R1/2

Black

Tiny black spot at the top of the stamp, above the centre of the ‘Z’ of
‘ZEAL’.



R1/2

Brown

Two close brown spots below the foot of the ‘4’ of the value.



R1/2

Black

Two tiny white spots between the bird’s shoulders.



R1/2

Black

Four tiny white spots near the end of the body, near the bird’s tail.
and

2nd

-

tail feathers, at their tips.

G1
D2
A3
M1|2
G6
G4-G5



R1/2

Black

Tiny black spot between the



R1/2

Black

The shading of the tail feathers is stronger on this stamp, smoothing
out the black/white edges of the feathers.



R1/3

Black

The left leg of the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’ is cut through near the base.

B6



R1/3

Black

Tiny black spot 1mm above the bird’s shoulder.

G6



R1/3

Green

Tiny white spot in the lower right leg of the last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’.

L6

1st



R1/3

Black

Tiny white spot at the centre of the



R1/3

Black

There are numerous tiny white spots on tail feathers 8 to 12, too
numerous to describe individually.



R2/1

Black

Two tiny white spots on the foot of the folded wing.

tail feather.



R2/1

Black

Tiny white spot near the tip of the



R2/1

Black

Two tiny white spots on the 12th tail feather, one near the top, another
near the base.



R2/2

Black

Tiny black spot in the background 1mm from the tip of the 11 th tail
feather.



R2/2

Black

Tiny white spot 3mm from the tip of the 1st tail feather.

*

*

*

3rd

tail feather.

*



G|H7

1st



1st

5th

1st

*

F1
-

G2|3
D4-E5
H5
E1
E5,F5
C|D6
G2
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 1 Map

R1/1 ‘Grey’ indent into
the base of the right
leg of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

R1/1 Indent into the
lower left leg of the ‘W’
of ‘NEW’.

R1/2 Tiny black spot
between the tips of the
1st and 2nd tail feathers

R1/3 Numerous tiny
white spots on the tail
feather on the right.

R1/3 The left leg of the
‘N’ of ‘LAND’ is cut
through near the base.

R1/2 Two brown spots
below the ‘4’ of the
value.

R1/3 Tiny black spot
1mm above the bird’s
shoulders.

R2/1 Tiny white spot
near the tip of the 3rd
tail feather.

R1/3 Hole in the last
‘H’ of ‘HEALTH’, below
centre of right leg.

R2/1 Two white spots
on the 12th fail feather
one at both ends.

R2/3 Bite out of the top
right of the ‘L’ of
‘LAND’.

R2/1 Two tiny white
spots on the edge of
the folded wing.

R2/2 White spot 3mm
from the tip of the 1st
tail feather.

R2/2 Tiny black spot
just above the top of
the 11th tail feather.

R2/3 Tiny white spot
on the 3rd tail feather
by the constant spot.

R2/3 Three tiny white
spots on the middle
arm of the ‘W’.



R2/3

Black

There are three tiny white spots on the right edge of the central
arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’, small but constant.



R2/3

Black

Tiny bite out of the right side of the top of the ‘L’ of ‘LAND’.

A5



R2/3

Black

Tiny white spot at the top of the left arm of the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’.

A6



R2/3

Black

Tiny white spot on the 3rd tail feather, left of the constant spot.

E2

*

*

*

*

*

A2|3
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 2
MINIATURE SHEET 4d+1d M/S #2
There are multiple fly speck varieties that will help plate this miniature sheet, but
once again, nothing of great significance. Look to the wording in the stamps to
help with a quick identification, after referring to the ‘Sheet Value’ and ‘Imprint’
markings that will have already identified this sheet.
Row 1/1 has the lower left leg of the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’ broken by the presence of a
yellow patch, and there are two spots, one brown and one green, following the
right end of ‘Piwakawaka’. On the stamp at row 1/2 the wording ‘POSTAGE’ is
affected by two bites out of the ‘O’ and ‘A’. Row 2/3 shows an interesting variety,
with two close green spots prominently top left of the ‘4’ of the value.


MS

Black

Bite out of the left side of the 1st ‘I’ of ‘MINIATURE’ 1mm from the top.

-



MS

Black

Weakness on the right arm of the ‘U’ of ‘MINIATURE’ where multiple
tiny white spots are seen, appearing just above the lower bend.

-



MS

Black

Tiny white spots either side of the horizontal bar of the ‘H’ of ‘SHEET’.

-

2 nd



MS

Black

There is a curved spur from the middle of the left side of the
‘E’ of ‘SHEET, falling just short of the middle arm of the 1 st ‘E’.

-



MS

Black

Tiny white spot just below the top of the ‘T’ of ‘SHEET’.

-



MS

Black

Tiny white spot in the outline of the ‘6’ of the value ‘2/6’.

-



Imprint

Black

The bottom right point of the ‘N’ of ‘HARRISON’ is bulbous, with a tiny
white spot near the corner.

-



Imprint

Black

Tiny white spot at the right end of the foot of the ‘L’ of ‘LTD’.

-



Imprint

Black

Black spot at the foot of the 1st ‘N’ of ‘LONDON’ between the legs.

-



Imprint

Black

Right leg of the 1st ‘N’ of ‘LONDON’ has a bite out of the left side.

-



-



2nd





Imprint

Black

The
‘O’ of ‘LONDON’ is shaved at the bottom, also shortening
of the left leg of the ‘N’ to its right.



R1/1

Black

Small bite out of the top left side of the upright of the ‘L’ of ‘LAND’.

A5



R1/1

Green

The lower left leg of the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’ is broken.

M5





R1/1

Green

Tiny green spot as a full stop after the last ‘a’ of ‘Piwakawaka’.

I4





R1/1

Brown

Tiny brown spot just above the green spot after the last ‘a’.

I4



R1/1

Black

Tiny brown spot on the bird, near the front of the folded wing.

R1/1

Black

Tiny white spot on the



R1/2

Black

Two tiny white spots in the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’, either side of the central arm.



R1/2

Black

Small indent into the outer top edge of the right leg of the ‘W’.

A3



R1/2

Black

There is a tiny white spot affecting the top serif of the ‘Z’ of ‘ZEAL’.

A3



R1/2

Green

Bite out of the bottom right outer edge of the ‘O’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

M3





R1/2

Green

The left leg of the ‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE’ is broken just below the
horizontal bar.

L|M3





R1/2

Black

Tiny black spot in the lower margin, 1mm below the left edge.



R1/2

Black

Multiple brown spots on the bird’s body, just in front of, or on the
forward edge of the folded wing, where black screen dots are missing.



R1/2

Black

White ‘v’ shaped mark on the 3rd tail feather.



R1/3

Black

Both legs of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW are thin and pitted.



R1/3

Black

Small break in the lower edge of the 1st tail feather, 1.5mm from the
tip of the folded wing.

G2



R1/3

Black

Tiny white spot 1.5mm from the tip of the 5th tail feather.

D2



R1/3

Black

Tiny white spot 1mm from the tip of the 11th tail feather.

D5



R2/1

Black

Tiny white spot 1mm from the tip of the 11 tail feather.

D5



R2/2

Black

Tiny white spot at the top of the bird’s head, above the eye.

G6

*

tail feather, 3mm from the tip.

H5



*

12th

*

*

E5
A2, B2

M1
H5-H6
F2

*

A1-B1
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 2 Map

R1/1 Tiny white spot at
the centre of the 12th
tail feather.

R1/1 Bite out of the top
right side of the ‘L’ of
‘LAND’.

R1/2 Two tiny white
spots in the upright of
the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

R1/3 Tiny white spot
near the tip of the 5th
tail feather.

R1/3 Tiny white spot
near the tip of the 12th
tail feather.

R1/1 Brown spot just
in front of the folded
wings.

R1/3 Small break in
the lower edge of the
1st tail feather.

R1/1 Brown and green
spots right of last ‘a’ of
‘Piwakawaka’.

R1/2 The ‘O’ and ‘A’ of
‘POSTAGE’ have bites
out of them.

R1/1 The left leg of the
‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’ is
broken.

R2/3 Light brown spot
on the tail of the bird
just below feathers.

R2/1 Tiny white spot
near the tip of the 11th
tail feather.

R2/2 Tiny white spot
near the top edge of
the 4th tail feather.

R2/2 Tiny white spot
just above the white
flash by the eye.

R2/3 Two green spots
top left of the ‘4’ of the
value.

R1/2 Tiny black spot
below the left end of
the lower edge.



R2/2

Black

Tiny white spot 3mm from the tip of the 4th tail feather.



R2/3

Black

Two green spots near the left edge of the stamp, level with the
top of the ‘4’ of the value.

K|L1



R2/3

Black

Tiny orange spot on the back of the bird, just in front of the base of
the tail feathers.

G4|5



R2/3

Black

Tiny white spot at the centre of the 6th (1st black) tail feather.

E3|4

*

*

*

*

*

E2
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 3
MINIATURE SHEET 4d+1d
M/S #3
There are many small fly-speck varieties in the form of black spots and white
spots in lettering that will aid plating, but alas, nothing extraordinary to
immediately differentiate this sheet from others. Look to the wording at the top of
the stamp to see the shaved ‘S’ and ‘2’ of the sheet value that will be the
differentiator.
The most prominent black spot is that seen on the stamp at row 1/3, above the
last ‘a’ of ‘Piwakawaka’, not that special, but its positioning is important. Other
than this, look to the smaller varieties to confirm.


MS

Black

Small indent, or white spot, at the tip of the left leg of the ‘M’ of
‘MINIATURE’.

-



MS

Black

Tiny white spot near the top of the first ‘I’ of ‘MINIATURE’.

-



MS

Black

There is a tiny white spot at the extreme left end of the top bar of the
‘T’ of ‘MINIATURE’.

-



MS

Black

The top of the ‘S’ of ‘SHEET’ is shaved and flattened.

-





MS

Black

The top of the ‘2’ of the sheet value is also shaved and flattened.

-





Imprint

Black

Small indent into the top left side of the ‘I’ in ‘HARRISON’.

-



Imprint

Black

The bottom left of the ‘O’ in ‘HARRISON’ is thinned and faint, by the
effect of a tiny white spot at this point.

-



Imprint

Black

Tiny black spot top right of the last ‘N’ in ‘HARRISON’.

-

2nd



Imprint

Black

The top of the right arm of the
‘N’ in ‘LONDON’ is truncated,
finishing lower than the other letters.



R1/1

Black

Small nick out of the top of the left arm of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

A2



R1/1

Black

Tiny black spot in the background just above the tip of the
black) tail feather.



R1/1

Black

Tiny black spot near the inside right edge of the large central leaf,
some examples with the black colour prominent show a short black
scratch 1mm left of this spot.

K4



R1/2

Black

There is a tiny white spot inside the lower left point of the foot of the
‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

B2



R1/2

Black

Tiny white spot near the base of the diagonal line of the ‘Z’ of ‘ZEAL,
1mm up the black letter.

B3



R1/2

Black

There is an indent into the outside edge of the right leg of the ‘A’ of
‘ZEAL’, just below centre.



R1/2

Black

Tiny black spot in the yellow background, 1mm above the bird’s head.



R1/2

Black

Tiny white spot on the foot of the ‘4’ of the value.



R1/2

Black

There is a disturbance, short of a white spot, at the centre of the 6 th
(1st black) tail feather, where white patches show through on the right
side.

E3



R1/3

Black

Tiny black spot in the left margin, left of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

B0



R1/3

Black

Two tiny black spots in the background at top left, where there is a
spot at the tip of the 5th tail feather; and a further spot 2mm top left of
this, below the ‘E’ of ‘NEW’.

C2, B|C1



R1/3

Green

There is a bite out of the right side of the ‘T’ of ‘HEALTH’, just above
centre.

L|M6



R1/3

Black

There is a black spot just above the last ‘a’ of ‘Piwakawaka’.

I4



R1/3

Black

White spot just left of the bird’s eye, towards the back of the head.

H6



R2/1

Black

Tiny white spot just above the left end of the lower white stripe on the
bird’s throat.

H6

*

*

*

*

*

6 th

-

(1st

C2|3

A|B5
G7
M1|2
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R1/1 Small nick out of
the top of the left arm
of the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

R1/2 Tiny white spot
on the left foot of the
‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

R1/2 Tiny white spot
near the base of the
diagonal of the ‘Z’.

R1/3 Tiny black spot in
the left margin
opposite the ‘N’.

R1/3 two tiny black
spots above the tip of
the 5th tail feather.

R1/1 Tiny black spot
above the tip of the 1st
black tail feather.

R1/3 Tiny white spot
left of the bird’s eye.

R1/1 Tiny black spot in
the central leaf, at its
right edge.

R1/3 Black spot above
the last ‘a’ of
‘Piwakawaka’.

R1/2 Tiny white spot at
the foot of the ‘4’ of the
value.

R1/3 Tiny white spot in
the ‘T’ of ‘HEALTH’
just above centre.

R2/1 Tiny white spot
above the left end of
the stripe below eye.

R2/2 White spot at the
centre of the 2nd black
tail feather.

R2/2 Two tiny black
spots above the back
of the bird.

R2/2 Tiny black spot
top right of the large
leaf on the right.



R2/2

Black

Two tiny black spots are seen just above the bird into the yellow
background; the first is just above the back of the head; the second
above the centre of the back.



R2/2

Black

Tiny black spot 1mm top right of the large leaf on the right.



R2/2

Black

Tiny white spot at the centre of the
centre of the left side.



R2/3

Black

There is a small spur from the inside edge of the diagonal bar of the
‘4’ of the value.

*

*

*

7th

(2nd

*

black) tail feather, at the

*

R2/3 Tiny black spot
inside the triangle of
the ‘4’ of the value.
G6, G5
J7
E4
L1
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 4
MINIATURE SHEET 4d+1d
M/S #4
There are many small black and white spots seen on this stamp, especially in the
‘Sheet Value’ where the varieties seen will help plate this sheet. The ‘U’ of
‘MINIATURE’ has a spur from the top of the left leg, this is unique and eye visible.
What is also quite apparent is the light shade of black on both stamps in column
2 that leaves most of the tail feathers without the grey shading.
Interestingly, the stamps at row 1/2 and 1/3 have varieties in the green lettering of
‘POSTAGE’. These are small but are important when affecting lettering.


MS

Black

There are three tiny white spots on the left side of the ‘v’ at the centre
of the ‘M’ of ‘MINIATURE’.

-



MS

Black

Bite out of the lower left side of the 2nd ‘I’ of ‘MINIATURE’.

-



MS

Black

Tiny white spot just to the left side of the top of the ‘T’ in
‘MINIATURE’.

-



MS

Black

There is an eye visible spur from the top left side of the ‘U’ in
‘MINIATURE’.

-



MS

Black

Bite out of the right arm of the ‘H’ of ‘SHEET’.

-



MS

Black

There are multiple tiny white spots in the
constant.



MS

Black

Tiny white spot at the top of the ‘T’ of ‘SHEET’ on the left side.

-



MS

Black

Tiny black spot just to the right of the ‘2’ of the sheet value ‘2/6’.

-



Imprint

Black

There are no abnormalities found on the imprint on this sheet. If the
left selvedge is wide enough, there is a brown spot in the bottom left
corner, 4mm down from the horizontal perforations, 10mm from the
vertical perfs.

-



R1/1

Black

Tiny black spot in the central large leaf, midway along the second leaf
vein.

J3



R1/1

Black

There are two white indents into the inner grey edge of the 8 th tail
feather, at its top.

C4



R1/2

Black

Indent into the upper edge of the horizontal bar of the ‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’, at
its left end.

B4



R1/2

Black

Tiny white spot at the junction of the middle of the ‘6’ of ‘1965’.

B7



R1/2

Green

There is a white patch near the foot of the vertical leg of the ‘T’ of
‘POSTAGE’.



R1/2

Black

The shading of the tail feathers on this stamp and row 2/2 is
exceptionally pale by comparison to other stamps on this sheet.
this is noticeable on the light edges of the feathers, especially
the lower half of the 1st tail feather that is now white. It leaves
the other tail feathers patchy.



R1/3

Black

Small indent into the outer edge of the right leg of the ‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’.

A4|5



R1/3

Green

Break in the ‘O’ of ‘POSTAGE’ at the foot of the letter.

M2|3



R2/2

Black

Tiny black spot in the background 1mm from the base of the 12 th tail
feather.



R2/2

Black

This stamp, like that from row 1/2, has the black printing quite light,
removing much of the grey shading on the tail feathers.



R2/2

Black

There is a small break in the lower edge of the 1 st tail feather, just
above the end of the closed wing. This is caused by the lightness of
the black on this stamp.

*

*

*

*

2nd

‘E’ of ‘SHEET’, small but

*



-

L|M3



-



F5
G2|3
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 4 Map

R1/1 The indents at
the end of the 8th tail
feather are prominent.

R1/2 Indent into the
upper edge of the bar
of the ‘A’ of ‘ZEAL’.

R1/2 Tiny white spot at
the centre of the left
side of ‘6’ of ‘1965’.

R1/1 Tiny black spot
on the 2nd vein of the
large central leaf.

R1/3 Bite out of the
right arm of the ‘A’ of
‘ZEAL’.

R1/3 Break in the ‘O’
of ‘POSTAGE’ at the
base of the letter.

R1/2 White patch near
the foot of the ‘T’ of
‘POSTAGE’.

Column 2, pale tail
feathers.

R2/2 Break in the
lower edge of the 1st
tail feather.

*

R2/2 Tiny black spot
right of the base of the
12th tail feather.

*

*

*

Tail feathers normal
for comparison.

*
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 5
MINIATURE SHEET 4d+1d
M/S #5
There are few fly-speck varieties found on this miniature sheet, but a number of
major varieties will identify this sheet quickly. Look to the eye visible variety on
the stamp at row 2/3 where there is an extension to the white flash above the
bird’s eye that runs downwards from the left end. It is bold enough to be ignored
as part of the design.
What is unusual, and unique to this sheet, is the series of brown scratches that
affect the three stamps on the second row. These curved scratches are faint and
could be overlooked easily, as they certainly need the aid of a magnifying glass
to see them. These scratches may have been caused by manual wiping of the
brown plate prior to printing.


MS

Black

Tiny white spot at the lower point of the ‘S’ of ‘SHEET’.

-



MS

Black

There is a disturbance at the base of the ‘6’ of the value ‘2/6’
where there appears to be an additional block of colour
protruding from the outside edge, thickening the base of the
number.

-



Imprint

Black

Bite out of the outer edge of the ‘D’ of ‘LONDON’ at lower right.

-



R1/1

Black

Tiny white spot near the tip of the 9th tail feather.



R1/1

Black

Tiny white spot 2mm from the tip of the



C4|5

11th

tail feather.

C|D5

2nd

tail feather.

F1|2



R1/2

Brown

Tiny brown spot 2mm from the tip of the



R1/2

Black

Tiny black spot on the stem of the rightmost leaf.

J6



R1/3

Black

Black spot on the central large leaf, where all the veins meet. The
spot appears to be appropriate to the design, but no other stamp on
the sheet shows this. A small shift of the black colour may hide this
spot.

J4



R2/1

Black

Tiny black spot in the background just above the tip of the left arm of
the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

A1



R2/1

Brown

There is a long, fine, curved, brown scratch running through the
yellow background left of the tail. It starts from the outside edge
of the 12th tail feather, 1.5mm from the tip, runs downwards to
become lost just before reaching the margin above the birds
head, becoming thinner as it travels right.

E6-G7





R2/2

Brown

Further curved, faint, brown scratch is seen on this stamp,
extending it into row 2/3. The scratch starts from the tip of the
12th tail feather and extends in a shallow curve into the right
margin and the next stamp.

D6-D8





R2/2

Brown

Tiny brown spot above the ‘E’ of ‘POSTAGE’.



R2/2

Brown

Further tiny brown spot just below the ‘a’ of ‘Fantail’.

L4
J2
2 nd



R2/2

Black

Disturbance as a large white area and two tiny black spots on the
tail feather at its centre.



R2/3

Brown

Continuation of the brown curved scratch from row 2/2, from the
left margin, level with the tip of the 4th tail feather, curves upward
just missing the tips of the 5th to 7th feathers, becoming lost
below the ‘W’ of ‘NEW’. There is also a second parallel scratch,
1mm above this one, also seen on a number of sheets with the
brown colour prominent.



R2/3

Brown

Shorter, near horizontal brown scratch from the left margin,
finishing just short of the ‘P’ of ‘Piwakawaka’. This scratch is
more prominent than the curved ones, but it is still quite faint.



R2/3

Black



R2/2

Brown

F2
D1-B3



I0-I1



There is a prominent white scratch, downwards, from the left end
of the white flash above the bird’s eye. It is so bold as could be
considered part of the design.

H6



Tiny brown spot just into the left margin, just below the level of the
first tail feather.

G0

*

*

*

*

*
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4d+1d Miniature Sheet 5 Map

R1/1 Tiny white spot
near the tip of the 9th
tail feather.

R1/1 Tiny white spot
2mm from the end of
the 11th tail feathers.

R1/2 Tiny black spot
2mm from the tip of
the 2nd tail feather.

R1/2 Black spot on the
stem of the large right
leaf.

R1/3 Black spot at the
centre of the central
large leaf.

R2/1 Black spot above
the left leg of the ‘N’ of
‘NEW’.

R2/3 Continuation of
brown scratch left of
the tail feathers.

R2/1 Diagonal curved
scratch right of the tail
feathers.

R2/3 White scratch
from left end of the
white flash above eye.

R2/2 Brown spot under
the ‘a’ of ‘Fantail’.

R2/2 Slight curved
scratch right of the last
tail feather into the
next stamp.

*

R2/2 Brown spot
above the ‘E’ of
‘POSTAGE’.

*

*

*

R2/3 Brown scratch
left of the ‘P’ of
‘Piwakawaka’.

*
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Comparison of Miniature Sheet Wording
The tables below illustrate the wording found at the top and foot of each of the five miniature sheets to
show a comparison of the spacing and lengths of the inscription. As can be seen there is little to
differentiate each, apart from sheets 1 and 5 of the 4d+1d value that reduces the length from 6.15cm to
6cm. Although the size differences are apparent when seen together like this, when seen on the
miniature sheets there is no appreciable difference.
3d+1d Sheet Values and imprints
There is little to differentiate between
the fonts used and spacing of both
the wording ‘MINIATURE SHEET 2/-‘
and ‘HARRISON & SONS LTD.
LONDON’ for the 3d+1d miniature
sheets.

1
2
3
4

Look to the detail of the fly-speck
flaws illustrated in the discussion of
each miniature sheet to learn more.

5
1
2
3
4
5

4d+1d Sheet Values and Imprints
The 4d+1d miniature sheets show
a difference in spacing in sheets 2
and 4, for both sheet value and
imprint, that sees a reduction in the
overall length of the inscriptions.

1
2
3

The illustrations here are aligned
left, to show relative lengths of
each inscription.

4
5
1
2
3
4
5

The details of fly-speck varieties seen on each of the miniature sheets are illustrated in the discussion of
each earlier in this research. It is possible to plate the miniature sheets from these fly-speck varieties
alone, without recall to the stamps themselves.

*

*

*

*

*

1964 Health Plating - 4d+1d Miniature Sheet 5 Map
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‘Sheet Value’ and ‘Imprint’
Variety Maps
The 1965 Health miniature sheets can be plated from varieties found in the ‘Sheet Value’ and Imprint
inscriptions in the top and bottom selvedges. These diagrams identify where these varieties can be
found. Look to the characteristics shown in the small images to match the source example you wish to
plate, that will identify the miniature sheet to which it belongs.

3d+1d
Miniature
Sheet
Map

4d+1d
Miniature
Sheet
Map

MS5: Indent into the
lower left leg of the ‘H’
of ‘SHEET’.

MS4: The foot of the
‘T’ of ‘SHEET’ is
slanting and short.

MS3: White spot in the
lower left leg of the ‘N’
of ‘HARRISON’.

MS2: The lower arm of
the 2nd ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’
is broken.

MS2: The foot of the
‘T’ of ‘SHEET’ is
broken and shortened.

MS1: The ‘D’ of
‘LONDON’ has a white
patch at top left.

MS4: Spur from the
top of the right arm of
‘U’ of ‘MINIATURE’.

MS3: The top of the ‘S’
of ‘SHEET’ is
flattened.

MS3: The top of the ‘2’
of the value is shaved
and flat.

MS5: Disturbance at
the base of the ‘6’ of
the value

MS2: There is a
curved spur from the
2nd ‘E’ of ‘SHEET’ and
a white spot in the ‘T’.

MS2: The 2nd ‘O’ and
‘N’ of ‘LONDON’ are
shaved at the foot.

MS1: The horizontal
bar of the ‘H’ of
‘HARRISON’ is thin.

*

*

*

*

*
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Variety Map 3d+1d Miniature Sheets
The following map shows the prominent varieties to aid plating of the sheets.
Look for the key variety on this diagram with the example sheet to be plated, then refer to the detailed
diagrams that follow to see other characteristics on the sheet for confirmation.

MS5: R1/1 Grey spot
near right edge, by
centre of right wing.

MS5: R1/2
Disturbance between
wing and left edge.

MS1: R1/2 Prominent
grey spot over ‘E’ of
‘ZEAL’.

MS1: R1/3 Group of 3
white spots left of the
left wing.

MS2: R1/3 Green
patch on the lower left
wing, missing brown.

MS3: R1/1 Yellow spot
in the background left
of the left wing.

MS4: R2/2 wavy
vertical grey line by the
‘N’ of ‘LAND’.

MS5: Column 3
Vertical doctor blade
lines through left wing.

MS1: R2/3 White spot
left of the lower bulge
of the left wing.

MS5: R2/1 Grey spot
left of the middle of the
left wing.

MS4: R2/3 Bite out of
the right side of the ‘1’
of the value.

MS3: R1/2 Long grey
scratches from ‘NEW’
to ‘P’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

MS3: R2/2 Long red
smudge right of ‘N’ of
‘NEW’ to base of ‘9’ to
finish with a red spot.

*

MS1: R2/2 Inverted
semi-circular white
scratch bottom right of
‘1965’.

*

*

*

MS2: R2/3 Long grey
band through ‘W Z’ at
top to ‘S’ of
‘POSTAGE’ at bottom.

*

MS3: R2/3 Curved
grey line below the ‘A’
of ‘HEALTH’.

1964 Health Plating - Variety Map 4d+1d Miniature Sheets
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Variety Map 4d+1d Miniature Sheets
The following map shows the prominent varieties to aid plating of the sheets.
Look for the key variety on this diagram with the example sheet to be plated, then refer to the detailed
diagrams that follow to see other characteristics on the sheet for confirmation.

MS1: R1/1 Indent into
the lower left leg of the
‘W’ of ‘NEW’.

MS4: R1/2 White
patch near the foot of
the ‘T’ of ‘POSTAGE’.

MS4: R1/3 Break in ‘O’
of ‘POSTAGE’ at the
base of the letter.

MS3: R1/3 Black spot
above the last ‘a’ of
‘Piwakawaka’.

MS1: R1/3 Left leg of
the ‘N’ of ‘LAND’ is cut
through at base.

MS1: R1/1 ‘Grey’;
indent in the right leg
of the ‘N’ of ‘NEW’.

MS1: R1/3 Hole in the
last ‘H’ of ‘HEALTH, in
right leg.

MS2: R1/1 Brown and
green spots right of
‘Piwakawaka’.

MS5: R2/3 Brown
scratch continues left
of the tail feathers.

MS2: R1/1 The left leg
of the ‘A’ of ‘HEALTH’
is broken.

MS5: R2/3 White
scratch from left end of
white flash above eye.

MS2: R1/2 The ‘O’ and
‘A’ of ‘POSTAGE have
bites out of them.

MS5: R2/1 Diagonal
curved scratch right of
the tail feathers.

*

MS5: R2/2 Slight
curved scratch right of
the last tail feather into
the next stamp.

*

*

*

MS2: R2/3 Two green
spots top left of the ‘4’
of the value.

*

MS5: R2/3 Brown
scratch left of the ‘P’ of
‘Piwakawaka’.
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